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The Design Code includes the following parts:

Introduction to The Design Code
E. Design Guidelines for The Three Urban Themes
E. 01. Urban Structure
E. 02. Urban Interior
E. 03. Urban Architecture
F. Design Guidelines for Urban Areas
F. 01. General Design Guidelines for Central Fremantle
F. 02. Inland Areas
Area 001. The West End area
Area 002. Kings Square area
Area 003. Princess May Park area
Area 004. Queens Square area
Area 005. The Prison area
Area 006. The Hospital area
F. 03. Riverfront Areas
Area 007. The Harbour area
Area 008. The Wharf Goods Sheds area
Area 009. The Slipways area
F. 04. Oceanfront Areas
Area 010. The Norfolk Street Axis area
Area 011. The Grey Street Axis area
Area 012. The Esplanade area
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Introduction to The Design Code
The information of the design Code is organized according to two generic set of design questions.

Design Guidelines for the Three Urban Themes.
The first set of questions addresses the key formal themes of urban design: urban structure, urban interior, and urban architecture. When set
into a design dialogue, the themes organize a complete urban (de)form. A designer should ask these questions when he/she needs to
understand the formal similarities and differences within the area of central Fremantle. Also, the questions may be asked when a designer
considers to address local identity issues in the areas of the city which are located outside the central part. This recommendation comes from
the recognition, that the central areas of the city are highly influential when the image of local identity of the entire city is constructed.

The questions of the Three Urban Themes are as follows:
How the care for local identity may help designers, when their task requires to:
•

either: understand, complete or expand the entire urban structure of central Fremantle?

•

or: understand, complete, expand, or design a new street, square or garden within or outside central Fremantle?

•

or: understand, complete, expand, or design a new building for central Fremantle, of for other areas of the City?

What are the design principles for such projects?

Design Guidelines for the 12 Urban Areas
The second set of questions focuses on 12 separate urban areas which, all together, define the urban structure of central Fremantle. A
designer should ask these questions when the design tasks is located within the area of central Fremantle. To address the issues of local
identity within the central area of the city, a designer must recognise, that it is constructed by 12 different zones, and each of them carries its
unique code. Therefore, the questions for the 12 Urban Areas are as follows:

How the care for local identity may help designers, when their task requires to:
•

either: complete the entire urban structure of central Fremantle?

•

or: complete, expand, or design a new street, square or garden within the central part of Fremantle?

•

or: complete, expand, or design a new building for central Fremantle?

What are the design principles for such projects?

The relation between the Design Code and the Source Code
It is important to know, that not all the information from the Source Code is included in the Design Code. The Design Code includes only this
type of information which may be synthetised into a form of design rule or design proposal. Other characteristic of the central Fremantle’s
local identity issues are left in the Source Code only. Therefore, a designer should consider the Design Code as a set o design principles,
when the Source Code is an elaborate book of local identity information ready to be used as inspirations for any type of design.
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E. Design Guidelines for the Three Urban Themes
This part of Design Code organizes all the Code’s recommendations according to the 3 Urban Themes which organize a complete urban
deform: the theme of urban structure, he theme of urban interiors, and the theme of urban architecture.

E.01. Urban Structure
1.
This section formulates key recommendations for the urban structure of the City of Fremantle.

2.
To read this section you must have a street map of Fremantle by your side, and know the meaning of the terms described below.
For THE INTERPRETATION OF URBAN SPACE and THE KEY METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS look into the section A.04. Tools, Terms,
and Definitions.
Urban structure. An urban structure is a network of urban interiors.

Urban Structure Prototype. An urban structure prototype is a generic pattern (form) which underlies a complexity of a particular network of
urban interiors (deform). It is a perceptual tool which, by establishing a reference, allows for precise recognition (in the process of research),
or definition (in the process of design), of the particular spatial deformations within a map of a city.
•

In analytical map drawings, an urban structure prototype emerges as the result of generalization process which is applied to complex
patterns of the existing city by analysing its maps. This process is analogous to the mental process of mapping, which continuously sorts
out the mental map prototypes for better recognition of specific deformations within them.

Urban Grid (perceptual urban grid, urban prototype). An urban grid is a perceptual tool which, by establishing a reference, allows for precise
recognition of the streets’ deformations.
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On maps (drawings) the lines of an urban grid refer to central lines of urban interiors (which are the lines in equal distance from the two
facing urban walls). Every urban grid is described by the two interrelated warp grids:
•

Warp Grid 1 describes visually perceivable urban connections and geometrical relations. It describes and connects important
elements of an area such as the street corridors, landmarks, urban edges, etc.

•

Warp Grid 2 describes the non-readily visual i.e. deeply hidden urban connections and geometrical relations.

Urban area. An urban area is a fragment of a city which is defined by a single urban grid in its warp grid 1 form.

Urban Structure Form. A form of urban structure is defined by the sum of its urban areas’ prototypes and their spatial interrelations
(encounters).

Urban seams are the edges, or zones, which articulate spatial interrelations (encounters) between different urban areas. There are three
generic types of urban seams:
•

the seam of joined areas is revealed where analysis of the city map show that the prototypes of adjacent areas share certain
characteristics, making it possible to read a smooth continuity between the areas.

•

the seam of adjacent (juxtaposed) areas is revealed where analysis of the city map show that the prototypes of adjacent areas are
some distance apart. While this distance allows each area to maintain its own characteristic prototype, it simultaneously allows to
negotiate the urban structure connections within the space of the seam.

•

the seam of overlaying (superimposed) areas is revealed on the city map where the urban structure prototypes of adjacent areas are
partly overlying each other and, through a dialogue of deformations, redefine the two (or more) prototypes in the intense spatial dialogue.

Urban Structure Deform. A deform of urban structure is defined by the sum of particular urban structure prototypes’ deformations, as well
as the deformations of the urban seams between them.

Urban Structure Vibration defines an amplitude of deformation. It is the sum of all deformations from the prototype in position of urban
interiors’ central lines.
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learning from the prototype
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

B.01.01
B.01.02
B.01.08

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

The new City Centre boundary. This Code recommends enlarging the area of the City Centre by
changing its boundary in accordance with the existing urban form of the town.

E.01.01. Recommended boundary of Central Fremantle (south side of Swan River)
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DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.01.02

The Code recommends the visual organization of the space of the City Centre on the basis of 12
revealed areas of distinct identity (involved areas: all). To achieve this, each of the areas should
maintain, advance and continue to interpret its local urban and architectural characteristics.

B.01.03
B.01.09

Recognition of the West End (area 001) as the prototype of the town’s basic urban scale (involved
areas: all). The Code recommends adopting the West End (area 001) as the primary geometry for any
projects related to urban structure within the Central Fremantle area. Geometric modules of this grid are
recommended as the precise category of Central Fremantle’s basic urban scale. Also, if a particular area of
Central Fremantle has not developed its own urban structure characteristics, the prototypical West End
(area 001) principles should be applied.

B.01.04
B.01.05

The continuation of the radical division between the inland area of the town and its waterfront
(involved areas: all). The Code recommends that the dividing boundary should run along the following
streets: Beach Street, Elder Place, Phillimore Street (along the northern side of its northern urban block),
Little High Street, Marine Terrace. It is recommended that the inland area of the town should maintain its
firm urban character defined by the solid buildings that respect the streets’ pattern. It is also recommended
that the riverfront area should maintain its urban lightness, defined by the character of the temporary
utilitarian/industrial structures, which are successfully depicted by the already existing buildings of light
construction, i.e. sheds, pavilions, terminals, workshops, barracks etc.

B.01.05

The continuation of the waterfront characteristic along the Swan River (involved areas: 007, 008,
009). Oceanfront areas show the balance within the structure of their areas: grids 010 and 011 have their
inland and oceanfront parts. The inland part covers an intense urban zone (on their east sides); the
oceanfront part covers a relatively open space on their west sides. Similar conditions could potentially
develop between areas 003 (the inland part) and 007 (the riverfront part), leading to better integration of the
riverfront and the town. The Code recommends intentional support for such integration. Simultaneously with
the port area (area 007) being increasingly available for alternative uses, the Code recommends opening
perpendicular connections between the street grid of area 003 and the riverfront area 007 – as already
occurs in areas 001, 010 and 011. However, because the existing train track separates these areas, this
connection should develop its own urban and architectural solutions.

B.01.06
B.01.07

Differentiation of identities between the riverfront and oceanfront areas (involved areas: 007, 008,
009 and 010, 011, 012). While the urban grids of the riverfront (areas 007, 008, 009) are linear and
organized as spatial systems parallel to the riverbank, the urban grids of the oceanfront (areas 010 and
011) are organized as spatial systems perpendicular to the ocean edge. The Code recommends that the
different characteristics should continue and be appropriately expressed in both urban and architectural
projects.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS

B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The connection of the Prison (area 005) and the
town’s main streets layout (involved areas: 002, 005). In order to develop better integration of Fairbairn
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Street with the key streets of the City Centre, the Code encourages an urban architecture project on
Spicers site, next to the intersection of Henderson Street, William Street and Paddy Troy Mall’s main axis
(area 002). The project should axially extend Fairbairn Street to meet Paddy Troy Mall’s inner street.

B.01.05.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. New marinas and the symmetry of the waterfront. The
town’s waterfront lies “symmetrically” on both sides of High Street, the West End and the entire inland city.
This is one of the key urban characteristics of Fremantle. The Code strongly recommends maintaining and
developing this symmetry. For this purpose an urban study for the enlargement of the marinas should be
conducted with special focus on the riverfront. The shrinking of the port’s activities in this area may open
the possibility of compatible development of the riverfront, possibly including new riverfront marinas. Such a
solution would be much more revitalizing to the city than the growth of oceanfront marinas, which may lead
to abandonment of the city plan’s symmetry, and marginalisation of the West End area.

B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The disclosure of Fremantle’s urban composition – a
viewing tower in area 001 (involved areas: 001). The extraordinary prototypical relationship between the
axes of High Street and Cliff Street (area 001), the Prison’s axis along Fairbairn Street (area 005), and the
axis of Wray Avenue (area 006), should be visually revealed in order to be appreciated by the community
and visitors. The City should consider funding construction of a viewing tower – a publicly accessible tower
on the corner of High and Cliff Streets. The tower should be architecturally integrated with any new infill
building which is likely to be built on the vacant site on the corner of High and Cliff Streets. Such a tower
would expose to viewers the extraordinary urban concept of Fremantle’s inland town layout.

learning from the urban form and deform of the existing areas’ character
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.02.01

Urban clarity of open spaces (involved areas: all). The Code recommends that every public open space
(a space other than a street) should have the characteristics of a square, a park or a public garden. All of
them should maintain clearly defined urban walls. Any spaces which are not identified or readily
recognizable as one of these three types, should be considered as sites to be completed (developed) with
new urban buildings..

B.02.01

Parking spaces as public or private squares (involved areas: all). The Code recommends the design of
parking spaces as public or private squares which are formed by clearly defined urban wall(s) and maintain
a high quality pavement on which parking places are marked with the sensitivity of an architectural quality.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION

B.02.06

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. Queens Square as a clearly defined urban public
space (involved areas: 004). The Code recommends reorganization of the plan and urban walls of
Queens Square. Its main characteristics – as a green square – should remain. Traffic organization should
be changed to free the square centre (instead of the four corners) for public garden. The development of
the urban form of the square should also consider a future change to the square edge – from exposure of
the houses and other separate buildings which surround the square, to the continuous hard edge of an
urban wall.
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learning from urban seams
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

general

Exposing urban seams (involved areas: all). Urban seams are lines or zones within the space of the
town, where multiple areas superimpose their particular rules. The Code recommends making this condition
visible in the relevant space. To achieve this, the Code recommends revealing the complex dialogue
between the areas’ various characteristics evident in the lines or zones of the urban seams.

B.03.01

The continuity of High Street (involved areas: 001 and 004). The Code recommends revealing and
reinforcing the connection of areas 001 and 004. Both area 001’s value as the initiating and finest area of
the town, and the still unrefined urbanism of area 004, recommend extension of the characteristics of High
Street from the West End to the East End.
To achieve such a visual continuation a vibration of the street environment must be eliminated and new,
strictly regular urban wall lines (building lines) should be defined for area 004.

B.03.02

B.03.01
B.03.02
more: C.01.08

The seam of Market Street (involved areas: 001, 002, 003, 004). The Code recommends visually
exposing the seam condition of Market Street. The main structural characteristic of the seam is deformation
of its position (out of the grid 001 module) when perceived from the West End area.

B.03.03
B.03.04

The seam of Adelaide Street (involved areas: 002 and 003). The Code recommends visually exposing
the seam condition of Adelaide Street. Its main structural characteristic is a minimal yet visible angle of 1
degree, which describes the position of the grids towards each other. For the seam it is particularly
important to maintain the misalignment of the two parts of Queen Street (the part which belongs to area 002
and the part which belongs to area 003) at the intersection with Adelaide Street.

B.03.05
B.03.06

The seamless continuity between areas 005 and 006 (involved areas: 005 and 006). The Code
recommends maintaining the continuity of the streets that physically connect these areas: Hampton Road,
Solomon Street and Swanbourne Street.

B.03.07
B.03.08

The seamless continuity between areas 007 and 008 (involved areas: 007 and 008). The Code
recommends revealing and interpreting the joined condition of the two areas as a smooth bending of the
street lines, which are parallel to the river. The negotiated perpendicular street should be positioned parallel
to the western wall of E Shed.

B.03.09
B.03.10

A visible seam between areas 004 and 005 (involved areas: 004 and 005). The Code recommends
visually exposing the direct seam formed by the triangle of Holdsworth and Knutsford Streets. Also, it is
important to strengthen the spatial role of the old access ramp to the Terrace (the one which begins at
Holdsworth Street and runs towards Fairbairn/Fothergill corner). By revealing the ramp’s alignment with the
fragment of Parry Street (between Holdsworth Street and Queens Square), the Terrace should be formally
connected with Queens Square.

B.03.11

A visible seam between areas 003 and 007 (involved areas: 003 and 007). The Code recommends
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protecting and completing the existing urban wall on the south-western side of Elder and Beach Streets.
The strip of urban blocks between Elder and Cantonment Streets, and between Beach and Queen Victoria
Streets, contains the large woolstores (Goldsbrough and Elder) which the Code names “the Giants” since
they are far bigger than any other buildings within the Central Fremantle area. The Code recommends that
all future “oversized” new buildings be located within this particular urban strip.

B.03.15

The non-symmetrical layout of Kings Square (involved areas: 002 and 003). The Code recommends
visually exposing within Kings Square the non-symmetrical relationship between the two sides of the High
Street axis: north and south. This non-symmetry is evident when entering the Square along High Street
from the west: Adelaide Street runs north at an angle of 40 degrees, while William Street runs south at an
angle of 51 degrees.

B.03.16

The other non-symmetries along High Street axis: the two triangular squares of Market Street
(involved areas: 001, 002, 003 and 010). The Code recommends visually revealing/reinforcing the two
triangular yet unequal public squares located on Market Street’s intersections with Cantonment Street and
South Terrace.

B.03.17
B.03.18

The primacy of area 001’s grid at the port site (involved areas: 001, 007 and 008). At the port site, east
from the Fremantle Ports tower, there is a zone of complex superimposition of three areas: 001, 007 and
008. For this zone the Code recommends giving geometric priority to the extension of the West End grid
(area 001) – particularly within the zone of Cliff Street’s extension. Such a priority should reveal the
Fremantle Ports tower as the north-east corner of the West End’s grid.

B.03.19
B.03.20

The triangular block formed by the grids of three areas (involved areas: 001, 002 and 010). The Code
recommends visually revealing the triangular block between Market Street, South Terrace and Collie Street.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION.

B.03.06
B.03.09
B.03.10

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. Urban environment around the Prison (involved
areas: 005). The Code recommends redesigning the parking zone directly in front of the Prison wall (the
Terrace) into a public square with a consistent and refined urban pavement. Also, Fothergill Street
pavement should be changed to reconnect it with the architecture of Fairbairn Street and the walls of the
Prison.
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E.02. Urban Interiors
1.
This section formulates key recommendations for the urban interiors of the City of Fremantle.

2.
To read this chapter you have to know the following definitions:
For THE INTERPRETATION OF URBAN SPACE and THE KEY METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS look into the section A.04. Tools, Terms, and
Definitions.
THE INTERPRETATION OF URBAN INTERIOR
Urban interior. An urban interior is a 3-dimensional volume of city space: a street, a square, or a public garden. In such an interior a
pavement is “an urban floor”, façades construct “urban walls”, and the sky is “an urban ceiling”.
• This interpretation stresses the continuity of a city’s public realm, where public urban interiors (such as streets, squares, public gardens)
and public architectural interiors (such as cultural and shopping centres, temples, buildings of public institutions) construct one
continuous space where all forms of gathering, business and social interactions take place.
Urban Interior Prototype. An urban interior prototype is a generic spatial volume (form) which underlies complexity of a particular urban
interior volume (deform). It is a perceptual tool which, by establishing a reference, allows for precise recognition (in the process of research),
or definition (in the process of design), of the particular spatial deformations within a volume of urban interior.
• In the analytical superimposed drawings of the street sections, an urban interior prototype appears as a result of the generalization
process which is applied to a complex sequence of perpendicular sections of the existing urban interior. This process is analogous to the
mental process of perception - in particular search for a strong form (after śórawski) -- which continuously refines mental prototypes of
spaces for better recognition of specific deformations within them.
Urban wall. An urban wall is a wall between the outside space of urban interior, and the inner spaces of urban blocks and their buildings.
When seen from an urban interior, an urban wall shapes its space. Most often urban walls are articulated by the façades of buildings but
some could be articulated by large walls or fences, a row of trees, etc. Moreover, an urban wall of the street may appear as a “transparent
wall” when it is formed by the distinct edges to a space, for example a walkway along a harbour pier could be interpreted as an urban interior
with “transparent walls”.
Layers of urban wall. Layers of urban wall are described by the abstract planes, which articulate and/or control the visual 3-dimensionality
of an urban wall and, consequently, the depth of every façade. Every urban wall (façade) has a main surface (layer 0) which is usually
recognizable by containing the main window system. .Additionally it may have added elements in front of the main plane such as verandas,
awnings, canopies, balconies or terraces. These elements define how far urban wall can reach into and control the space of an urban interior
by an invisible plane (layer +1) positioned in front of the urban wall’s main surface. In a similar way , a space of urban interior may reach
inside a building, behind the main surface of the urban wall (façade) – it usually takes the form of recess such as a loggia, arcade or simply
recessed fragment of a wall. The depths of visual penetration of an urban interior into the urban wall (a façade) is described by another
invisible plane (layer –1) positioned inside the building i.e. behind the main surface of an urban wall.
Gaps of urban wall are interruptions of the urban wall’s continuity. They open views into the spaces between buildings.
Urban Interior Form. A form of an urban interior is defined by the urban interior prototype.
Urban Interior Deform. A deform of an urban interior is defined by the combined deformations (vibrations) of its urban walls’ alignment and
heights and the typologies of their layers and gaps.
Urban Interior Vibration defines an amplitude of deformation. It is the sum of all deformations from the prototype in alignment or hight of
urban walls.
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Design Guideline
The zones of recommended height and its deformation. On the basis of 12 recognized areas and their
detailed characteristics, the Code recommends the following zones of height for urban walls:

E.02.01. Zones of recommended height for urban walls

E.02. page 3
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The height of urban walls. The Code recommends the following height for urban walls:

inland areas

recommended

accepted

area

zone

height

height deformation

minimum height

area 001

zone 1a - High St.
zone 1b
zone 2
zone 3a
zone 3b
zone 4a - High St.
zone 4b
zone 5a
zone 5b
zone 6

15.5 m
12.5 m
12.0 m
14.0 m
17.5 m measured at Cantonment St.
15.5 m
10.5 m
wall: 6.3 m; gabled roof: 9.0 m
outside the study area
outside the study area

vibrations +/- 0.5 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 0.5 m

14.5 m
9.0 m
10.0 m
10.0 m
10.0 m
14.5 m
no limits
5.8 m

area 002
area 003
area 004
area 005
area 006

waterfront: riverfront areas

recommended

accepted

area

zone

height

height deformation

minimum height

area 007
area 008
area 009
area 010

zone 7
zone 8+9

vibrations +/- 0.5 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 0.5 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m

5.4 m
7.4 m
11.5 m
7.2 m
7.2 m

area 011

zone 11a
zone 11b

vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m

7.2 m
7.2 m

area 012

zone 12

wall: 8.0 m., gabled roof: 10.0 m
8.5 m
for special buildings: 12.0 m
9.0 m
west side of Marine Terrace:
10.0 m, gabled roof: 12.5 m
9.0 m
west side of Marine Terrace:
10.0 m, gabled roof: 12.5 m
north bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour:
7.0 m., gabled roof: 9.0 m

zone 10a
zone 10b

waterfront: oceanfront areas

vibrations +/- 1.0 m

recommended

accepted

area

zone

height

height deformation

minimum height

area 010

zone 10a
zone 10b

vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m

7.2 m
7.2 m

area 011

zone 11a
zone 11b

vibrations +/- 1.0 m
vibrations +/- 1.0 m

7.2 m
7.2 m

area 012

zone 12

9.0 m
west side of Marine Terrace:
10.0 m, gabled roof: 12.5 m
9.0 m
west side of Marine Terrace:
10.0 m, gabled roof: 12.5 m
north bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour:
7.0 m., gabled roof: 9.0 m

vibrations +/- 1.0 m

Guidelines for Inland areas.
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

B.03.01. – B.03.02.
B.01.09. – B.01.12.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

High Street as the main street of the inland city (involved areas: 001 and 004, also 002 and 003). The
Code recommends revealing the original and central role of High Street in the plan of the city. To achieve
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Code recommends revealing the original and central role of High Street in the plan of the city. To achieve
this for area 001 (height zone 1a), the Code recommends retaining the existing character of High Street –
the main street – as having the highest walls in the central area. Therefore the recommended height for
High Street walls is 15.5 m (with vibrations +/- 1.0 m), while for the remaining streets of the West End a
height of 12.5 m is recommended. For area 004 (height zone 4a) the Code recommends refining the urban
interior of High Street through extending the urban characteristics of the section of High Street within the
West End (area 001). The Code recommends continuing in the eastern section of High Street the
measurements, proportions, and urban wall layering of the west end. Therefore the width of the upgraded
High Street at area 004a should be 15.5 m (with a small vibration of 0.3 m) and the height 15.5 m (vibration
+/- 1.0 m), and façades of the buildings should provide either verandas or awnings to the street.
The east section of the street, particularly east of Queens Square, presents the challenge of reconciling the
Code’s recommendations with the requirement to retain and conserve the existing heritage buildings, some
of which are single or two storey historic residences. It is likely that transformation of the east section of
High Street to the recommended height could happen over a period of time, if adopted by the City. So this
challenge can be resolved incrementally site by site, by site specific design solutions. Conservation of
heritage would be a priority and new development would be required to take its cue from the specific
condition of the site and so make possible reconciliation of heritage preservation with the recommendations
of the Code.

B.03.15. – 16.
C.01.09. – 10.
C.01.13. – 14.

Kings Square as a place of urban dialogue (involved areas: 002, 003 and 004). Kings Square is a
dialogic urban interior the quality of which is based on a dialogue between three different areas 002, 003,
004. The Square’s urban walls are not the same since NW belongs to area 003, NE to area 004, while SE
and SW belong to area 002. Respectively, the recommended height for NE urban wall is 14.5 m, for NW
wall 10.5 m, and for SE and SW walls is 12.0 m. All of them, however, should involve less vibration than
within the zones to which those walls belong – no more than +/- 0.5 m. Moreover, all the façades
surrounding Kings Square should refer their articulation to the Town Hall building through a dialogue with its
generic heights of 11.7 m and 13.7 m.

C.01.17. – 18.

Cantonment Street as the edge of the “Strip of Giants” (area 003, height zone 3b). The Code
recommends revealing and partly reconstructing the urban volume of the “Strip of Giants” (area 003, height
zone 3b). Therefore on NW urban wall of Cantonment Street the recommended height for façades is 17.5
m with the vibration +/- 1.0 m. The uniqueness of the Strip within the townscape should be emphasized by
the asymmetry of Cantonment Street: its SE wall should remain 14.0 m high with +/- 1.0 m of vibrations..

C.01.09. – 10.

Adelaide Street as an urban edge (involved areas: 003 and 004). Adelaide Street, which begins at Kings
Square with a building 12.7 m high, forms an edge between the industrial grid of area 003 and the
residential grid of area 004. The Code recommends revealing this edgy condition. While the height of NW
urban wall is defined by area 003 and is 14.0 m +/- 1.0 m, the height for SE urban wall is proposed to be
12.0 m with the same margin of vibrations.

B.01.04.

The Prison and its precinct (involved areas 005 and 002). The Code recognizes the importance of the
zone for the identity of the City. However, the precinct’s characteristics are radically different from the
remaining part of Central Fremantle. While the Prison’s edifice – its buildings and walls – are tall, the
remainder of the precinct is defined by its fine but low buildings. The Code recommends preserving this
small scale height, i.e. 6.3 m height of urban wall and 7.7 m height for the gabled roofs, throughout the
area. Henderson Street is defined by the historic terraces/former Warders cottages. This street, because of
the position of the Markets building and the 1970s Police building, already belongs to area 002. Yet the
Code recommends retaining the height of NE urban wall of Henderson Street, and revealing the overlap of
the two key urban areas.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION
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PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The Square of Temples (involved areas 002, 005, 010).
On the intersection of Norfolk Street and South Terrace a potentially public square of the highest
importance to local identity is located. Scots Church and the Synagogue are located in its area, and it
adjoins two key public places: a market place and the sports facility on the Oval. For this place the Code
recommends giving priority to its public potential, and reducing its role in the transportation system. This
recommendation supports also the general elimination of heavy traffic from the Norfolk-Parry Street axis.
Such a solution will open the Temples area for public development and help to restore the significance of
Fairbairn Street.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. Traffic regulation secondary to local identity
exposition. The Code recommends eliminating existing, and avoiding future, traffic regulations in the form
of intervention into the geometry of the street curbs. These curbs, when positioned in their original place
parallel to urban walls, facilitate the perception and understanding of the urban and architectural
organisation of street intersections, and help to reveal its geometrical, local pattern. For example: at street
intersections, the use of curb geometry to force cars to turn in a particular direction (a suburban type of
traffic organization) should not be permitted in the central part of the city.

Guidelines for waterfront areas.
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.01.05.

The waterfront as the lower city (involved areas: 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012). The specific identity of
Central Fremantle’s waterfront (height zones 7-12) is formed by the low urban walls that define its urban
interiors – the walls created by sheds, warehouses, and landmarks, including the new Maritime Museum.
The Code recommends revealing this quality because it reinforces a clear reading of Central Fremantle as
a relatively high, dense and geometrical urban city encircled by the lower, more complex and “low key”
waterfront.

B.01.06.
C.01.21. – 22.

Victoria Quay as a unique urban interior (involved areas: 007, 008, 009, also 001). The Code
recommends retaining, protecting and continuing the unique horizontal characteristics of the port area.
Therefore the height of urban walls within Victoria Quay should remain 8.0 m with +/- 0.5 m vibration.
Victoria Quay represents the greatest dialogic relationship between an urban interior and its buildings – for
even the pragmatic functionality of the port area did not prevent the curve of the line of sheds, and the
sheds themselves, along the wharf and along the internal street. Moreover, the Fremantle Ports tower,
which geometrically belongs to the area 001, plays a key compositional role in forming the local identity of
the port. The Code recommends protecting all these conditions and, noting the new Maritime Museum
building, encourages architects of new buildings to relate their forms to the quality of this urban interior and,
especially, not to create any other tower-type buildings within the area.

C.01.23. – 24.

Slip Street as a masterpiece of industrial urban design (area 008). The Code identifies Slip Street as a
masterpiece of industrial urban design. Therefore it recommends not only thoroughly protecting its qualities,
but also extending these qualities into the yet undeveloped neighbouring areas, i.e. the height in areas 008
and 009. It recommends that the height of the urban walls remains 8.5 m with vibrations +/- 1.0 m. For
special buildings that may be permitted sparingly in the area, a height of 12.0 m with 0.5 m vibrations is
recommended. Also, the Code recommends that Slip Street’s qualities be extended and reach the South
Mole. The Code commends the new TAFE College building as a good example of urban dialogic sensitivity
and reinforcement of the local identity.

B.03.13. – 14.

Marine Terrace as urban wall of the City (involved areas: 010, 011, 012). The Code recommends
protecting and continuing the current refinement of the NE urban wall of Marine Terrace.
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B.03.13. – 14.
C.01.27. – 30.

The City behind the Marine Terrace urban wall (areas 010 and 011). The height zones 010a and 011a
are the urban support to the harbours. The Code recommends refinement of these zones to achieve a
denser urban townscape and, consequently, extension of the urban characteristic of Collie and Essex
Streets (height 10.0 m, vibrations +/- 1.0 m, with a minimum height of urban wall 7.5 m) into the two subject
height zones.

B.03.13. – 14.

The harbours zone (areas 010 and 011). The Code recommends maintaining the character of the
harbours zone along the west shore of Marine Terrace. Here no consistent urban wall should be
constructed. Instead separate, marine-type sheds and other buildings of industrial character should be
constructed. Their height should not exceed 11 m, while their gabled roofs should not extend upwards
higher than 15 m.

B.02.27. –28.

The treasure of the Esplanade and the maritime landscape of the north bay of Fishing Boat Harbour
(areas 012 and height zone 010b). The Code strongly recommends protecting the no-built environment of
the Esplanade. Simultaneously, the Code recommends protecting and refining the small scale urban zone
around the north bay of Fishing Boat Harbour. The height of urban walls here should remain 7.0 m +/- 1.0
m vibrations, and the gabled roofs should not reach higher than 9.0 m +/- 1.0 m of vibration.
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E.03. Urban Architecture
1.
The section formulates key recommendations for the urban architecture of the city of Fremantle.

2.
To read this chapter you have to know the following definitions:

For THE INTERPRETATION OF URBAN SPACE and THE KEY METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS look into the section A.04. Tools, Terms, and
Definitions.

THE INTERPRETATION OF URBAN ARCHITECTURE

Urban architecture. An urban architecture is architecture of urban interiors. Its critical element is the architecture of urban walls commonly
formed by the building facades.

Urban Architecture Prototype. An urban architecture prototype is a generic pattern (form) which underlies complexity of the particular
façade (deform). It is a perceptual tool which, by establishing a reference, allows for precise recognition (in the process of research), or
definition (in the process of design), of the particular spatial deformations of a façade.
•

In analytical drawings of the façade, an urban architecture prototype appears as a result of generalization processes which are applied to
the complex outline, arrangement of the openings, and design details of an existing façade. These processes are analogous to the
mental process of pattern recognition – in particular the search for a strong form (after śórawski) -- which continuously refines mental
prototypes of patterns for better recognition of the specific deformations within them.

Façade outline is the outline of the main surface of a façade (layer 0).

Façade opening is “a hole in the wall” – a window, a door, a gate.

Façade windows system is a group of windows organized by one geometrical system.

Façade seam is a vertical zone of an urban wall, where two adjacent facades encounter each other.
Urban Architecture Form. A form of urban architecture is defined by the urban architecture prototype.

Urban Architecture Deform. A deform of an urban architecture is defined by the combined deformations (vibrations) of its façade outline
and window system

Urban Architecture Vibration defines an amplitude of deformation. It is the sum of all deformations from the prototype in façade outline or
its window system.
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Façade proportion is described as the relation between the horizontal dimension and the vertical dimension.

Short façade: maximum proportion 1: no more than 2.
Long façade: minimum proportion 1:2 or more

Source Code Reference

General Design Principle

D.01.02

Street corners carry key information about the urban prototype of the area (involved areas: all). To form a
perception of urban interiors, the façades which form street corners are essential because they are highly visible
in a street perspective. The Code’s analysis of the Fremantle façades concludes that half of the refined façades
are located at street corners. Since the number of the corner buildings in every townscape is substantially smaller
than the number of mid-block façades, it means that in Central Fremantle special architectural care is, and should
be, paid to the street corners. Consequently, the Code recommends application of this distinct quality throughout
Central Fremantle. Moreover, in order to expose the urban prototype and to create a visible reference to all visual
vibrations of the city’s urban walls, the Code recommends that there should be no height or building line
deformations for corner buildings. Three types of corners are characteristic of Central Fremantle: two façades
directly meet in a 90 degree angle; two façades are mediated by a short 45 degree façade or by a round corner.
Also, the Code recommends reinforcement of the street corners by suitable urban landmarks (for example, by
roof domes or other extraordinary architectural elements) which comply with the above guideline regarding urban
walls.

D.01.05
D.01.01

Urban wall’s partition into façades (involved areas: all). The “scale of a town” heavily depends on the
dimensions and proportions of building façades which, as a sequence, construct the urban walls of every urban
interior. Therefore the Code recommends partition of urban walls into separate façades. The dimensions and
proportions should remain characteristic of a particular zone.

Learning from façade outlines
area 001
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.01.025-D.01.33
D.01.03

Area 001: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:3, and seed proportion, as the
main proportional systems for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.025-D.01.33
D.01.03

Area 001: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of either short or long façades for the
street corners of the area.

D.01.07-D.01.24
D.01.04

Area 001: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends a square proportion as the main
proportional system for the mid-block façades within the area. Besides this most characteristic proportion, the
Code recommends other systems: seed proportion, golden proportion, and vertical 2 square proportion.
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Area 001: the 17.5 m long façade. The Code recommends a 17.5 m long façade with 1.5 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension, the Code supports façades from 5.9 m to 34.7 m long.

area 002
D.01.41;D.01.43
D.01.03

Area 002: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:2 as the main proportional
systems for corner façades of the area.

D.01.41;D.01.43
D.01.03

Area 002: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of long façades at street corners within the
area.

D.01.35-D.01.40
D.01.44-D.01.45
D.01.04

Area 002: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends seed proportion as the main proportional
system for the façades of the area. Besides this most characteristic proportion, the Code recommends other
systems: golden proportion, square proportion, and horizontal multi-square proportion.

D.01.34

Area 002: the 16.0 m long façade. The Code recommends a 16.0 m long façade with 0.8 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension, the Code supports façades from 12.0 m to 50.4 m long.

area 003
D.01.50
D.01.03

Area 003: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:2, and seed proportion, as the
main proportional systems for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.50
D.01.03

Area 003: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends different façades for street corners of the area
(one long façade, one short).

D.01.47-D.01.49
D.01.04

Area 003: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends a horizontal 3 square proportion as the
main proportional system for the façades within the area.

D.01.46

Area 003: the 35.5 m long façade. The Code recommends a 35.5 m long façade with 3.0 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension the Code supports façades from 29.3 m up to 58.9 m long.

area 004
D.01.59-D.01.65;
D.01.55
D.01.03

Area 004: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:2, and the square proportion,
as the main proportional systems for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.59-D.01.65;
D.01.55
D.01.03

Area 004: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of long façades for street corners within
the area. Besides this most characteristic type, the Code recommends pairing of short façades. For the area of
the Mall (between Market Street and Kings Square) the Code recommends the mixed façade type (one long
façade, one short).
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D.01.52-D.01.45
D.01.04

Area 004: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends a square proportion as the main
proportional system for the façades within the area. Besides this most characteristic proportion, the Code
recommends other systems: seed proportion, and horizontal multi-square 1:5 proportion.

D.01.51

Area 004: the 18.5 m long façade. The Code recommends an 18.5 m long façade with 0.3 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension the Code supports façades from 9.0 m up to 49.0 m long.

area 005
West of Hampton Road the area is dedicated entirely to the historical landmark of the Prison. The area east of Hampton Road, which is
residential, is outside the study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this part but there was no architectural research
conducted in this area.

Area 005 (West from Hampton Rd): No recommendations from the Code.

area 006
The area is outside the study area of this research – only urban studies were extended to this area; there was no architectural research.

area 007
D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: shed type. Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of area 007 expose their long
façades towards the more important street.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: proportions of corner façades. For long façades, the Code recommends either square or vertical
seed proportion. For short gabled façades the Code recommends the same proportional system as used in the
particular building’s long façade.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades. The short
façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building, while the long façade exposes repetition of a building’s
structural module. The Code recommends maintaining and exposing this characteristic in all future buildings in
the area.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: proportion of long façades. The Code recommends multi-module façades, where the number of
modules is more than 20.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: the proportion of short façades. The Code recommends five modules.
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area 008
D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 008: shed type. Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of area 008 expose their short
façades towards the more important street.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 008: proportions of corner façades. For short façades, the Code recommends multi-square proportion
paired with seed proportion.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 008: pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades. The short and
gabled façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building, while the long façade exposes the repetition of
a building’s structural module. The Code recommends maintaining and exposing this characteristic in all future
buildings in the area.

area 009
D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 009: shed type. Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of area 009 expose their short
and gabled façades towards the more important street.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 009: proportions of corner façades. For short façades, the Code recommends multi-square proportion
paired with seed proportion.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 009: pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades. The short
façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building, while the long façade exposes the repetition of a
building’s structural module. The Code recommends maintaining and exposing this characteristic in all future
buildings in the area.

area 010
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. East from Marine Terrace, area 010 is a residential area.

D.01.71; D.01.73;
D.01.77
D.01.03

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends the square
proportion as the main proportional system for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.71; D.01.73;
D.01.77
D.01.03

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of either
two short or two long façades for the street corners of the area.

D.01.72; D.01.74D.01.76

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends seed
proportions for mid-block façades. Besides this most characteristic proportion the Code recommends other
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D.01.04

systems: golden proportion, and horizontal multi-square proportion 1:2.

D.01.70

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): the 13.0 m long façade. The Code recommends a 13.0 m long façade
with 1.2 m vibrations at both ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension the Code supports façades from
8.0 m up to 46.0 m long.

D.01.78

Area 010b (oceanfront): Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of the oceanfront expose their
short and gabled façades towards the more important street.

D.01.78

Area 010b (oceanfront): proportions of corner façades. For short façades and height above 10.0 m, the Code
recommends square proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.78

Area 010b (oceanfront): pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades.
The short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building. The Code recommends maintaining and
exposing this characteristic.

area 011
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. The part east from Marine Terrace, which is a residential area, is outside the
study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this area, but there was no architectural research.

D.01.79

Area 011b (oceanfront): Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of the oceanfront expose their
short and gabled façades towards the more important street.

D.01.79

Area 011b (oceanfront): proportions of corner façades. For short façades the height of which is below 10.0 m,
the Code recommends multi-square proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.79

Area 011b (oceanfront): pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades.
The short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building. The Code recommends maintaining and
exposing this characteristic.

area 012
D.01.80

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour). Buildings in the area have gabled roofs, and expose
their short façades towards the more important public space.

D.01.80

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour): proportions of corner façades. For short façades the
height of which is below 10.0 m, the Code recommends multi-square proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.80

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour): pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port
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sheds have no wrapping façades. The short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building. The Code
recommends maintaining and exposing this characteristic.

Area 012 (Esplanade). No new buildings should be constructed. The Code recommends maintaining and
protecting the natural green surface of the Esplanade.

Learning from façade openings
area 001
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.02.09
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: vertical window 1.2 x 2.1 m and its vibration. For area 001 the Code recommends vertical windows
1.2 m wide with +/- 0.25 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.1 m high with +/- 0.3 m vibrations on top. Besides
these most characteristic dimensions, the Code accepts windows of ranging widths, from 0.6 m to 2.1 m, and
heights from 1.4 m to 3.4 m.

D.02.02
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: single, double and triple window axes system. The Code recommends a single window axes
system in this area. Also, double and eventually triple window axes systems are complementary.

D.02.03
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: odd-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends odd-numbered window axes systems
in this area.

D.02.04
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: 3 and 5 axes window system. The Code recommends 3 or 5 axes systems for this area. Also a
complementary 4 window axes system.

D.02.05
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: 2.9 m distance between window axes and its vibration. Within this area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between window axes of 2.9 m. The accepted minimum distance is 1.3 m, and
the accepted maximum distance is 5.1 m.

D.02.07
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: deformation of 24% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining a deformation of 24% of
window axes throughout the area.

D.02.06
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: deformation as 0.46 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 001 the
Code recommends deformations within the prototypical system of windows. Within this area the average shift of
window axes is 0.46 m, the minimum 0.1 m, and the maximum 1.8 m.

D.02.08

Area 001 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
24%:76% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.
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area 002
D.02.30
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: vertical window 1.2 x 2.25 m and its vibration. For area 002 the Code recommends vertical
windows 1.2 m wide with +/- 0.15 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.25 m high with +/- 0.35 m vibrations on top.
Besides these most characteristic dimensions, the Code supports windows from 0.9 m to 2.7 m wide, and from
1.9 m to 3.8 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: single window axes system. The Code recommends a single window axes system for the façades in
this area.

D.02.03
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: even-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends an even-numbered window axes
system for this area.

D.02.04
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: 4 window axes system. The Code recommends 4 axes as a characteristic number of axes in that
area. Other recommended numbers are 2, and eventually 3 or 7.

D.02.05
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: 3.6 m distance between window axes, and its vibration. Within the area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between the window axes of 3.6 m. The accepted minimum distance is 1.8 m,
and the accepted maximum is 7.0 m.

D.02.07
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: deformation of 50% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining the deformation of 50% of
window axes in the area.

D.02.06
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: 0.3 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 002 the Code recommends
deformations within the system of windows. Within the area the average shift of window axes is 0.3 m, the
minimum shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.2 m.

D.02.08

Area 002 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
27%:73% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

area 003
D.02.41
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: horizontal window 2.6 x 2.15 m, and its vibration. For area 003 the Code recommends horizontal
windows 2.6 m wide with +/- 0.25 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.15 m high with +/- 0.25 m vibrations on top.
Besides these most characteristic dimensions, the Code supports windows from 1.0 m to 3.6 m wide, and from
1.0 m to 2.4 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: single window axes system. The Code recommends a single window axes system in this area

D.02.03
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: even-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends an even-numbered window axes
system in this area.
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D.02.04
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: 8 window axes system and its vibration. The Code recommends an 8 window axes system as the
characteristic number of axes in this area. The numbers 6, 7 and 10 are also recommended..

D.02.05
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: 4.4 m distance between window axes, and its vibration. In the area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between window axes of 4.4 m. The accepted minimum distance is 3.7 m, and
the accepted maximum is 4.9 m.

D.02.07
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: deformation of 25% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining the deformation of 25% of
window axes in the area.

D.02.06

Area 003: 0.34 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 003 the Code recommends
deformations within the system of windows. In the area the average shift of window axes is 0.34 m, the minimum
shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.4 m.

D.02.08

Area 003 and the ratio between the openings and the wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a
ratio of 23%:77% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

area 004
D.02.46
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: vertical window 1.2 x 2.00 m, and its vibration. For area 004 the Code recommends vertical
windows 1.2 m wide with +/- 0.15 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.00 m high with +/- 0.2 m vibrations on top.
Beside these most characteristic dimensions, the Code accepts windows from 0.6 m to 2.0 m wide, and from 1.7
m to 2.6 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: single window axes system. The Code recommends a single windows axes system for façades in
this area. Also, a complementary double window axes system.

D.02.04
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: 3 and 4 axes in window system. The Code recommends 3 or 4 axes window systems in this area.
Also, 1 or 2 window axes systems are complementary.

D.02.05
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: 4.2 m distance between window axes and its vibration. In this area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between window axes of 4.2 m. The accepted minimum distance is 1.9 m, and
the accepted maximum distance is 7.5 m.

D.02.07
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: deformation of 32% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining the deformation of 32% of
window axes in the area.

D.02.06
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: 0.37 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 004 the Code recommends
deformations within the system of windows. Within the area the average shift of window axes is 0.37 m, the
minimum shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.4 m.

D.02.08

Area 004 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
28%:72% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.
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area 005
West from Hampton Road the area is dedicated entirely to the historical landmark of the Prison. The area east from Hampton Road, which is
a residential area, is outside the study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this area; there was no architectural research.

Area 005: No recommendations from the Code

area 006
The area is outside the study area of this research – only urban studies were extended to this area; there was no architectural research.

area 007
D.02.59
D.02.60

Area 007: openings in mid-modules of façades. The Code recommends openings which fill in spaces between
the structural elements of a building.

D.02.59
D.02.60

Area 007: openings in corner modules of façades. For the façades of the area, the Code recommends
traditional windows (window as a hole in the surface of the façade).

area 008
D.02.61a
D.02.61b

Area 008: façade openings. For the facades of the area, the Code recommends traditional windows (window as
a hole in the surface of the façade).

area 009
D.02.61a
D.02.61b

Area 009: façade openings. For the façades of the area, the Code recommends traditional windows (window as
a hole in the surface of the façade).

area 010
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. East from Marine Terrace, area 010 is a residential area.

D.02.62
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): vertical windows 1.0 x 2.2 m and its vibration. For area 010 the
Code recommends vertical windows 1.0 m wide with +/- 0.1 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.2 m high with 0.3 m
+/- vibrations on top. Besides these most characteristic dimensions, the Code accepts windows from 0.8 m to 1.6
m wide, and from 0.9 m to 2.5 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): single window axes system. The Code recommends a single window
axes system for this area. Also a double window axes system is complementary.
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D.02.03
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): odd-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends an oddnumbered window axes system in this area.

D.02.04
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): 3 axes in window system. The Code recommends 3 window axes for
this area. Also, 5 or 4 window axes systems are complementary.

D.02.05
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): 3.6 m distance between window axes and its vibration. In this area
the Code recommends maintaining an average distance between window axes of 3.6 m. The accepted minimum
distance is 2.2 m, and the accepted maximum is 5.7 m.

D.02.07
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): deformation of 29% of window axes. The Code recommends
maintaining the deformation of 29% of window axes in the area.

D.02.06
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): 0.44 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of
area 010 the Code recommends deformations within the system of windows. In this area the average shift of
window axes is 0.44 m, the minimum shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.6 m.

D.02.08

Area 010 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
16%:84% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

D.02.70

Area 010b (oceanfront): façade openings. The Code recommends openings which fill in spaces between the
structural elements of a building.

area 011
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. The part east from Marine Terrace, which is a residential area, is outside the
study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this area, but there was no architectural research.

D.02.71

Area 011b (oceanfront): façade openings. For the façades of the area, the Code recommends traditional
windows (window as a hole in the surface of the façade)

area 12
D.02.72

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour): façade openings. The Code recommends openings
which fill in spaces between the structural elements of a building.

Learning from façade seams
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.03.02

The height of neighbouring façades. The Code recommends a similar height for neighbouring façades. Exactly
the same height of neighbouring façades is a rare condition. The Code recommends that no more than two
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façades next to each other should share exactly the same height.

D.03.03
D.03.04
D.03.05a
D.03.05b
D.03.06

The alignment of façade elements. The Code recommends similar alignment of cornices, water tables,
entablatures and bases of neighbouring façades. Exact alignment of those elements is rare. The Code
recommends perfect alignment between no more than two façades in a row.

D.03.09
D.03.08a
D.03.08b

Overlapping façades. The Code recommends that the edgy elements of neighbouring façades overlap.

D.03.07

Neighbouring awnings and verandas. The Code recommends designing every awning or veranda as part of a
particular façade. For visual emphasis, the Code recommends small misalignments between neighbouring
awnings and verandas. The Code does not recommend single one-block-long awnings that overlap a sequence
of different façades.

Neighbouring façades and their significant height misalignment. In the case of significant misalignment of
building heights the Code recommends only small vibrations for other elements of the seam.

Learning from façade materials and colour
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.04.01a
D.04.01b
D.04.01c
D.04.01d

Area 001: materials and colours. The Code recommends two-colour rendered surfaces. The two colours should
belong to the same colour tone. A darker colour should be used for the main surface, and a lighter colour for
architectural details. For long corner façades the Code recommends red face brick – either natural or recycled –
with limestone or pre-cast concrete finishing of details. For awnings and verandas the Code recommends metal
painted with white, vanilla, beige or cobalt.

D.04.02a
D.04.02b
D.04.02c

Area 002: materials and colours. The Code recommends two- or three-coloured rendered surfaces. The colours
should belong to the same colour tone, or should be contrasted. Recommended colours are: warm grey, beige,
coffee-and-milk, vanilla. For landmarks the Code recommends natural stone – particularly local limestone – or
pre-cast concrete for the façades of landmarks. For awnings and verandas the Code recommends wood and
metal painted with colours similar to the surface colour, or white, deep red, cold green and vanilla.

D.04.03a
D.04.03b

Area 003: materials and colours. The Code recommends masonry finishing of surfaces – natural, recycled or
painted – with limestone or pre-cast concrete finishing of details. For awnings and verandas the Code
recommends metal, painted with white, vanilla, beige or cobalt.

D.04.04a
D.04.04b

Area 004. materials and colours. For the urban interiors of Parry Street, around Queens Square and Market
Street, the Code recommends surfaces made of local light vanilla limestone – vanilla coloured stone (not yellow),
with vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins and, possibly, with masonry finishing of details. Around Kings Square, along
High Street and Market Street, the Code recommends surfaces made out of face brick, recycled or painted, with
vanilla, coffee-and-milk coloured, warm white details. For architectural details, awnings and verandas the Code
recommends vanilla, cold green and cobalt.

D.04.05a

Area 005: materials and colours. The Code recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light vanilla
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D.04.05b

limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Possibly, with masonry finishing of
details. For fences and elements of wooden verandas the Code recommends vanilla colours, beige, brown-brick
colour, deep red, cold green, cobalt or warm whites.

D.04.05a
D.04.05b

Area 006: materials and colours. The Code recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light vanilla
limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Possibly with masonry finishing of
details. For fences and elements of wooden verandas the Code recommends vanilla colours, beige, brown-brick
colour, deep red, cold green, cobalt or warm whites.

D.04.06a
D.04.06b

Area 007: materials and colours. The Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness:
surfaces of wooden, brick and metal-sheet façades painted with colour. The paint colours are: various whites
(white mixed with cold green, coffee colours, warm pink, or cold blue), warm and cold greys, vanilla. For wooden
and metal details, elements of awning and verandas, the Code recommends the same colours as for façades,
also light brown (ochre and sepia), cold green, cobalt, navy blue.

D.04.07a
D.04.07b

Area 008: materials and colours. The Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness:
surfaces of wooden, brick and metal-sheet façades painted with colour. The paint colours are: various whites
(white mixed with cold green, coffee colours, warm pink, or cold blue), warm and cold greys, vanilla. For wooden
and metal details, elements of awning and verandas, the Code recommends the same colours as for façades,
also light brown (ochre and sepia), cold green, cobalt, navy blue.

D.04.08

Area 009: materials and colours. The Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness:
surfaces of wooden, brick and metal-sheet façades painted with colour. The paint colours are: various whites
(white mixed with cold green, coffee colours, warm pink, or cold blue), warm and cold grays, vanilla. For wooden
and metal details, elements of awning and verandas, the Code recommends the same colours as for façades,
also light brown (ochre and sepia), cold green, cobalt, navy blue.

D.04.09a
D.04.09b
D.04.09c

Area 010: materials and colours. For the inland part of the area (east from Marine Terrace) the Code
recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light creamy limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with
vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Recommended colours for renders are light vanilla and light beige. For details,
fences and elements of awning and wooden verandas, vanilla colours, deep red, olive-green, cold green and light
brown (ochre and sepia) are recommended. For the oceanfront part of the area (west from Marine Terrace) the
Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness. Recommended materials are wood or metal;
recommended paint – various whites, grey and navy blue. Also, for wood surfaces naturally tinted, brown colours
are recommended.

D.04.10a
D.04.10b

Area 011: materials and colours. For the inland part of the area (east from Marine Terrace) the Code
recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light creamy limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with
vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Recommended colours for renders are light vanilla and light beige. For details,
fences and elements of awning and wooden verandas, vanilla colours, deep red, olive-green, cold green and light
brown (ochre and sepia) are recommended. For the oceanfront part of the area (west from Marine Terrace) the
Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness. Recommended materials are wood or metal;
recommended paint – various whites, grey and navy blue. Also, for wood surfaces naturally tinted, brown colours
are recommended.

D.04.11

Area 012: materials and colours. For the inland part of the area (east from Marine Terrace) the Code
recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light creamy limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with
vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Recommended colours for renders are light vanilla and light beige. For details,
fences and elements of awning and wooden verandas, vanilla colours, deep red, olive-green, cold green and light
brown (ochre and sepia) are recommended. For the oceanfront part of the area (west from Marine Terrace) the
Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness. Recommended materials are wood or metal;
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recommended paint – various whites, grey and navy blue. Also, for wood surfaces naturally tinted, brown colours
are recommended.
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F. Design Guidelines for the 12 Urban Areas
This part of Design Code organizes all the Code’s recommendations according to the 12 Urban Areas which were identified in Central
Fremantle.
IMPORTANT: Complete information for particular Urban Area includes the following set of documents:

1

2

3

4

A.
Principles,
Methodology,
and Definitions

F.01.
General
Guidelines
for Central Fremantle
(All Urban Areas)

Common
Guidelines
for either:

Shared & Specific
Guidelines
for Particular Area

F.02. Inland Areas
or
F.03. Riverfront Areas
or
F.04. Oceanfront Areas

F.02. Inland Areas
001 – 006,
F.03. Riverfront Areas
007 – 009,
F.04. Oceanfront Areas
010 – 012.
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F.01. General Guidelines for Central Fremantle (All Urban Areas)
1.
This section formulates recommendations which apply for all urban areas in Central Fremantle.

2.
To read this section you must have a street map of Fremantle by your side, and know the meaning of the terms described in section Chapter
A. introduction.

F.01.01. (also B.02.03.) Complete Form of central Fremantle

F.01.02. (also B.02.04.) Complete Deform of central Fremantle

Urban Structure: the prototype
THE SOURCE CODE
REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.01.02

The Code recommends the visual organization of the space of the City Centre on the basis of 12 revealed
areas of distinct identity (involved areas: all). To achieve this, each of the areas should maintain, advance and
continue to interpret its local urban and architectural characteristics.

B.01.03
B.01.09

Recognition of the West End (area 001) as the prototype of the town’s basic urban scale (involved areas: all). The
Code recommends adopting the West End (area 001) as the primary geometry for any projects related to
urban structure within the Central Fremantle area. Geometric modules of this grid are recommended as
the precise category of Central Fremantle’s basic urban scale. Also, if a particular area of Central
Fremantle has not developed its own urban structure characteristics, the prototypical West End (area
001) principles should be applied.
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B.01.04
B.01.05

The continuation of the radical division between the inland area of the town and its waterfront (involved
areas: all). The Code recommends that the dividing boundary should run along the following streets: Beach
Street, Elder Place, Phillimore Street (along the northern side of its northern urban block), Little High Street,
Marine Terrace. It is recommended that the inland area of the town should maintain its firm urban character
defined by the solid buildings that respect the streets’ pattern. It is also recommended that the riverfront area
should maintain its urban lightness, defined by the character of the temporary utilitarian/industrial structures,
which are successfully depicted by the already existing buildings of light construction, i.e. sheds, pavilions,
terminals, workshops, barracks etc.

B.01.05.

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. New marinas and the symmetry of the waterfront. The
town’s waterfront lies “symmetrically” on both sides of High Street, the West End and the entire inland city. This is
one of the key urban characteristics of Fremantle. The Code strongly recommends maintaining and developing
this symmetry. For this purpose an urban study for the enlargement of the marinas should be conducted with
special focus on the riverfront. The shrinking of the port’s activities in this area may open the possibility of
compatible development of the riverfront, possibly including new riverfront marinas. Such a solution would be
much more revitalizing to the city than the growth of oceanfront marinas, which may lead to abandonment of the
city plan’s symmetry, and marginalisation of the West End area.

Urban Structure: form and deform of the existing areas
THE SOURCE CODE
REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.02.01

Urban clarity of open spaces (involved areas: all). The Code recommends that every public open space (a
space other than a street) should have the characteristics of a square, a park or a public garden. All of them
should maintain clearly defined urban walls. Any spaces which are not identified or readily recognizable as one of
these three types, should be considered as sites to be completed (developed) with new urban buildings..

B.02.01

Parking spaces as public or private squares (involved areas: all). The Code recommends the design of
parking spaces as public or private squares which are formed by clearly defined urban wall(s) and maintain a high
quality pavement on which parking places are marked with the sensitivity of an architectural quality.

Urban Structure: urban seams
THE SOURCE CODE
REFERENCE

general

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

Exposing urban seams (involved areas: all). Urban seams are lines or zones within the space of the town,
where multiple areas superimpose their particular rules. The Code recommends making this condition visible in
the relevant space. To achieve this, the Code recommends revealing the complex dialogue between the areas’
various characteristics evident in the lines or zones of the urban seams.

Urban Architecture:
Source Code Reference
D.01.02

General Design Principle
Street corners carry key information about the urban prototype of the area (involved areas: all). To form a
perception of urban interiors, the façades which form street corners are essential because they are highly visible
in a street perspective. The Code’s analysis of the Fremantle façades concludes that half of the refined façades
are located at street corners. Since the number of the corner buildings in every townscape is substantially smaller
than the number of mid-block façades, it means that in Central Fremantle special architectural care is, and should
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be, paid to the street corners. Consequently, the Code recommends application of this distinct quality throughout
Central Fremantle. Moreover, in order to expose the urban prototype and to create a visible reference to all visual
vibrations of the city’s urban walls, the Code recommends that there should be no height or building line
deformations for corner buildings. Three types of corners are characteristic of Central Fremantle: two façades
directly meet in a 90 degree angle; two façades are mediated by a short 45 degree façade or by a round corner.
Also, the Code recommends reinforcement of the street corners by suitable urban landmarks (for example, by
roof domes or other extraordinary architectural elements) which comply with the above guideline regarding urban
walls.

D.01.05
D.01.01

Urban wall’s partition into façades (involved areas: all). The “scale of a town” heavily depends on the
dimensions and proportions of building façades which, as a sequence, construct the urban walls of every urban
interior. Therefore the Code recommends partition of urban walls into separate façades. The dimensions and
proportions should remain characteristic of a particular zone.

Urban Architecture: façade seams
Source Code Reference

D.03.02

Design Principle
The height of neighbouring façades. The Code recommends a similar height for neighbouring façades. Exactly
the same height of neighbouring façades is a rare condition. The Code recommends that no more than two
façades next to each other should share exactly the same height.

D.03.03
D.03.04
D.03.05a
D.03.05b
D.03.06

The alignment of façade elements. The Code recommends similar alignment of cornices, water tables,
entablatures and bases of neighbouring façades. Exact alignment of those elements is rare. The Code
recommends perfect alignment between no more than two façades in a row.

D.03.09
D.03.08a
D.03.08b

Overlapping façades. The Code recommends that the edgy elements of neighbouring façades overlap.

D.03.07

Neighbouring awnings and verandas. The Code recommends designing every awning or veranda as part of a
particular façade. For visual emphasis, the Code recommends small misalignments between neighbouring
awnings and verandas. The Code does not recommend single one-block-long awnings that overlap a sequence
of different façades.

Neighbouring façades and their significant height misalignment. In the case of significant misalignment of
building heights the Code recommends only small vibrations for other elements of the seam.
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F.02. Inland Areas
1. This section formulates recommendations for 6 inland areas of Central Fremantle.

F.02.01. (also B.01.04) PROTOTYPE. inland areas

2. To read this section you must have a street map of Fremantle by your side, and know the meaning of the terms described in Chapter A.
introduction.

3. The compete set of information and guidelines includes the following pages:

GUIDELINES COMMON FOR THE INLAND AREA
There are no guidelines which are common to all inland areas yet different from guidelines for waterfront areas. It means that all guidelines
common to all inland areas are simultaneously common to entire Central Fremantle, and are part of General Guidelines.
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Area 001. The West End area

F.02.02. (also B.02.05) area 001. form

F.02.03. (also B.02.06) area 001. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The disclosure of Fremantle’s urban composition – a
viewing tower in area 001 (involved areas: 001). The extraordinary prototypical relationship between the
axes of High Street and Cliff Street (area 001), the Prison’s axis along Fairbairn Street (area 005), and the
axis of Wray Avenue (area 006), should be visually revealed in order to be appreciated by the community
and visitors. The City should consider funding construction of a viewing tower – a publicly accessible tower
on the corner of High and Cliff Streets. The tower should be architecturally integrated with any new infill
building which is likely to be built on the vacant site on the corner of High and Cliff Streets. Such a tower
would expose to viewers the extraordinary urban concept of Fremantle’s inland town layout.

Urban Structure: urban seams
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

B.03.01

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

The continuity of High Street (involved areas: 001 and 004). The Code recommends revealing and
reinforcing the connection of areas 001 and 004. Both area 001’s value as the initiating and finest area of
the town, and the still unrefined urbanism of area 004, recommend extension of the characteristics of High
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B.03.02

Street from the West End to the East End.
To achieve such a visual continuation a vibration of the street environment must be eliminated and new,
strictly regular urban wall lines (building lines) should be defined for area 004.

B.03.01
B.03.02
more: C.01.08

The seam of Market Street (involved areas: 001, 002, 003, 004). The Code recommends visually
exposing the seam condition of Market Street. The main structural characteristic of the seam is deformation
of its position (out of the grid 001 module) when perceived from the West End area.

B.03.16

The other non-symmetries along High Street axis: the two triangular squares of Market Street
(involved areas: 001, 002, 003 and 010). The Code recommends visually revealing/reinforcing the two
triangular yet unequal public squares located on Market Street’s intersections with Cantonment Street and
South Terrace.

B.03.17
B.03.18

The primacy of area 001’s grid at the port site (involved areas: 001, 007 and 008). At the port site, east
from the Fremantle Ports tower, there is a zone of complex superimposition of three areas: 001, 007 and
008. For this zone the Code recommends giving geometric priority to the extension of the West End grid
(area 001) – particularly within the zone of Cliff Street’s extension. Such a priority should reveal the
Fremantle Ports tower as the north-east corner of the West End’s grid.

B.03.19
B.03.20

The triangular block formed by the grids of three areas (involved areas: 001, 002 and 010). The Code
recommends visually revealing the triangular block between Market Street, South Terrace and Collie Street.

Urban Interiors
B.03.01. – B.03.02.
B.01.09. – B.01.12.
B.02.05. – B.02.12.
C.01.01a. – b.
C.01.02a. – b.

High Street as the main street of the inland city (involved areas: 001 and 004, also 002 and 003). The
Code recommends revealing the original and central role of High Street in the plan of the city. To achieve
this for area 001 (height zone 1a), the Code recommends retaining the existing character of High Street –
the main street – as having the highest walls in the central area. Therefore the recommended height for
High Street walls is 15.5 m (with vibrations +/- 1.0 m), while for the remaining streets of the West End a
height of 12.5 m is recommended. For area 004 (height zone 4a) the Code recommends refining the urban
interior of High Street through extending the urban characteristics of the section of High Street within the
West End (area 001). The Code recommends continuing in the eastern section of High Street the
measurements, proportions, and urban wall layering of the west end. Therefore the width of the upgraded
High Street at area 004a should be 15.5 m (with a small vibration of 0.3 m) and the height 15.5 m (vibration
+/- 1.0 m), and façades of the buildings should provide either verandas or awnings to the street.
The east section of the street, particularly east of Queens Square, presents the challenge of reconciling the
Code’s recommendations with the requirement to retain and conserve the existing heritage buildings, some
of which are single or two storey historic residences. It is likely that transformation of the east section of
High Street to the recommended height could happen over a period of time, if adopted by the City. So this
challenge can be resolved incrementally site by site, by site specific design solutions. Conservation of
heritage would be a priority and new development would be required to take its cue from the specific
condition of the site and so make possible reconciliation of heritage preservation with the recommendations
of the Code.

B.01.06.
C.01.21. – 22.

Victoria Quay as a unique urban interior (involved areas: 007, 008, 009, also 001). The Code
recommends retaining, protecting and continuing the unique horizontal characteristics of the port area.
Therefore the height of urban walls within Victoria Quay should remain 8.0 m with +/- 0.5 m vibration.
Victoria Quay represents the greatest dialogic relationship between an urban interior and its buildings – for
even the pragmatic functionality of the port area did not prevent the curve of the line of sheds, and the
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sheds themselves, along the wharf and along the internal street. Moreover, the Fremantle Ports tower,
which geometrically belongs to the area 001, plays a key compositional role in forming the local identity of
the port. The Code recommends protecting all these conditions and, noting the new Maritime Museum
building, encourages architects of new buildings to relate their forms to the quality of this urban interior and,
especially, not to create any other tower-type buildings within the area.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.01.025-D.01.33
D.01.03

Area 001: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:3, and seed proportion, as the
main proportional systems for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.025-D.01.33
D.01.03

Area 001: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of either short or long façades for the
street corners of the area.

D.01.07-D.01.24
D.01.04

Area 001: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends a square proportion as the main
proportional system for the mid-block façades within the area. Besides this most characteristic proportion, the
Code recommends other systems: seed proportion, golden proportion, and vertical 2 square proportion.

D.01.06

Area 001: the 17.5 m long façade. The Code recommends a 17.5 m long façade with 1.5 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension, the Code supports façades from 5.9 m to 34.7 m long.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.02.09
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: vertical window 1.2 x 2.1 m and its vibration. For area 001 the Code recommends vertical windows
1.2 m wide with +/- 0.25 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.1 m high with +/- 0.3 m vibrations on top. Besides
these most characteristic dimensions, the Code accepts windows of ranging widths, from 0.6 m to 2.1 m, and
heights from 1.4 m to 3.4 m.

D.02.02
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: single, double and triple window axes system. The Code recommends a single window axes
system in this area. Also, double and eventually triple window axes systems are complementary.

D.02.03
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: odd-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends odd-numbered window axes systems
in this area.

D.02.04
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: 3 and 5 axes window system. The Code recommends 3 or 5 axes systems for this area. Also a
complementary 4 window axes system.

D.02.05
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: 2.9 m distance between window axes and its vibration. Within this area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between window axes of 2.9 m. The accepted minimum distance is 1.3 m, and
the accepted maximum distance is 5.1 m.

D.02.07
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: deformation of 24% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining a deformation of 24% of
window axes throughout the area.
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D.02.06
D.02.10-D.02.29

Area 001: deformation as 0.46 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 001 the
Code recommends deformations within the prototypical system of windows. Within this area the average shift of
window axes is 0.46 m, the minimum 0.1 m, and the maximum 1.8 m.

D.02.08

Area 001 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
24%:76% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
Source Code Reference

Design Principle

D.04.01a
D.04.01b
D.04.01c
D.04.01d

Area 001: materials and colours. The Code recommends two-colour rendered surfaces. The two colours should
belong to the same colour tone. A darker colour should be used for the main surface, and a lighter colour for
architectural details. For long corner façades the Code recommends red face brick – either natural or recycled –
with limestone or pre-cast concrete finishing of details. For awnings and verandas the Code recommends metal
painted with white, vanilla, beige or cobalt.

Area 002. Kings Square area

F.02.04. (also B.02.07) area 002. form

F.02.05. (also B.02.08) area 002. deform
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SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The connection of the Prison (area 005) and the
town’s main streets layout (involved areas: 002, 005). In order to develop better integration of Fairbairn
Street with the key streets of the City Centre, the Code encourages an urban architecture project on
Spicers site, next to the intersection of Henderson Street, William Street and Paddy Troy Mall’s main axis
(area 002). The project should axially extend Fairbairn Street to meet Paddy Troy Mall’s inner street.

B.03.16

The other non-symmetries along High Street axis: the two triangular squares of Market Street
(involved areas: 001, 002, 003 and 010). The Code recommends visually revealing/reinforcing the two
triangular yet unequal public squares located on Market Street’s intersections with Cantonment Street and
South Terrace.

Urban Structure: urban seams
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.03.01
B.03.02
more: C.01.08

The seam of Market Street (involved areas: 001, 002, 003, 004). The Code recommends visually
exposing the seam condition of Market Street. The main structural characteristic of the seam is deformation
of its position (out of the grid 001 module) when perceived from the West End area.

B.03.03
B.03.04

The seam of Adelaide Street (involved areas: 002 and 003). The Code recommends visually exposing
the seam condition of Adelaide Street. Its main structural characteristic is a minimal yet visible angle of 1
degree, which describes the position of the grids towards each other. For the seam it is particularly
important to maintain the misalignment of the two parts of Queen Street (the part which belongs to area 002
and the part which belongs to area 003) at the intersection with Adelaide Street.

B.03.15

The non-symmetrical layout of Kings Square (involved areas: 002 and 003). The Code recommends
visually exposing within Kings Square the non-symmetrical relationship between the two sides of the High
Street axis: north and south. This non-symmetry is evident when entering the Square along High Street
from the west: Adelaide Street runs north at an angle of 40 degrees, while William Street runs south at an
angle of 51 degrees.

B.03.16

The other non-symmetries along High Street axis: the two triangular squares of Market Street
(involved areas: 001, 002, 003 and 010). The Code recommends visually revealing/reinforcing the two
triangular yet unequal public squares located on Market Street’s intersections with Cantonment Street and
South Terrace.

B.03.19
B.03.20

The triangular block formed by the grids of three areas (involved areas: 001, 002 and 010). The Code
recommends visually revealing the triangular block between Market Street, South Terrace and Collie Street.

Urban Interior
B.03.01. – B.03.02.
B.01.09. – B.01.12.
B.02.05. – B.02.12.

High Street as the main street of the inland city (involved areas: 001 and 004, also 002 and 003). The
Code recommends revealing the original and central role of High Street in the plan of the city. To achieve
this for area 001 (height zone 1a), the Code recommends retaining the existing character of High Street –
the main street – as having the highest walls in the central area. Therefore the recommended height for
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C.01.01a. – b.
C.01.02a. – b.
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the main street – as having the highest walls in the central area. Therefore the recommended height for
High Street walls is 15.5 m (with vibrations +/- 1.0 m), while for the remaining streets of the West End a
height of 12.5 m is recommended. For area 004 (height zone 4a) the Code recommends refining the urban
interior of High Street through extending the urban characteristics of the section of High Street within the
West End (area 001). The Code recommends continuing in the eastern section of High Street the
measurements, proportions, and urban wall layering of the west end. Therefore the width of the upgraded
High Street at area 004a should be 15.5 m (with a small vibration of 0.3 m) and the height 15.5 m (vibration
+/- 1.0 m), and façades of the buildings should provide either verandas or awnings to the street.
The east section of the street, particularly east of Queens Square, presents the challenge of reconciling the
Code’s recommendations with the requirement to retain and conserve the existing heritage buildings, some
of which are single or two storey historic residences. It is likely that transformation of the east section of
High Street to the recommended height could happen over a period of time, if adopted by the City. So this
challenge can be resolved incrementally site by site, by site specific design solutions. Conservation of
heritage would be a priority and new development would be required to take its cue from the specific
condition of the site and so make possible reconciliation of heritage preservation with the recommendations
of the Code.

B.03.15. – 16.
C.01.09. – 10.
C.01.13. – 14.

Kings Square as a place of urban dialogue (involved areas: 002, 003 and 004). Kings Square is a
dialogic urban interior the quality of which is based on a dialogue between three different areas 002, 003,
004. The Square’s urban walls are not the same since NW belongs to area 003, NE to area 004, while SE
and SW belong to area 002. Respectively, the recommended height for NE urban wall is 14.5 m, for NW
wall 10.5 m, and for SE and SW walls is 12.0 m. All of them, however, should involve less vibration than
within the zones to which those walls belong – no more than +/- 0.5 m. Moreover, all the façades
surrounding Kings Square should refer their articulation to the Town Hall building through a dialogue with its
generic heights of 11.7 m and 13.7 m.

B.01.04.

The Prison and its precinct (areas 005 and 002). The Code recognizes the importance of the zone for
the identity of the City. However, the precinct’s characteristics are radically different from the remaining part
of Central Fremantle. While the Prison’s edifice – its buildings and walls – are tall, the remainder of the
precinct is defined by its fine but low buildings. The Code recommends preserving this small scale height,
i.e. 6.3 m height of urban wall and 7.7 m height for the gabled roofs, throughout the area. Henderson Street
is defined by the historic terraces/former Warders cottages. This street, because of the position of the
Markets building and the 1970s Police building, already belongs to area 002. Yet the Code recommends
retaining the height of NE urban wall of Henderson Street, and revealing the overlap of the two key urban
areas.

B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The Square of Temples (involved areas 002, 005, 010).
On the intersection of Norfolk Street and South Terrace a potentially public square of the highest
importance to local identity is located. Scots Church and the Synagogue are located in its area, and it
adjoins two key public places: a market place and the sports facility on the Oval. For this place the Code
recommends giving priority to its public potential, and reducing its role in the transportation system. This
recommendation supports also the general elimination of heavy traffic from the Norfolk-Parry Street axis.
Such a solution will open the Temples area for public development and help to restore the significance of
Fairbairn Street.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
D.01.41;D.01.43
D.01.03

Area 002: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:2 as the main proportional
systems for corner façades of the area.
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D.01.41;D.01.43
D.01.03

Area 002: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of long façades at street corners within the
area.

D.01.35-D.01.40
D.01.44-D.01.45
D.01.04

Area 002: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends seed proportion as the main proportional
system for the façades of the area. Besides this most characteristic proportion, the Code recommends other
systems: golden proportion, square proportion, and horizontal multi-square proportion.

D.01.34

Area 002: the 16.0 m long façade. The Code recommends a 16.0 m long façade with 0.8 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension, the Code supports façades from 12.0 m to 50.4 m long.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
D.02.30
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: vertical window 1.2 x 2.25 m and its vibration. For area 002 the Code recommends vertical
windows 1.2 m wide with +/- 0.15 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.25 m high with +/- 0.35 m vibrations on top.
Besides these most characteristic dimensions, the Code supports windows from 0.9 m to 2.7 m wide, and from
1.9 m to 3.8 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: single window axes system. The Code recommends a single window axes system for the façades in
this area.

D.02.03
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: even-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends an even-numbered window axes
system for this area.

D.02.04
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: 4 window axes system. The Code recommends 4 axes as a characteristic number of axes in that
area. Other recommended numbers are 2, and eventually 3 or 7.

D.02.05
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: 3.6 m distance between window axes, and its vibration. Within the area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between the window axes of 3.6 m. The accepted minimum distance is 1.8 m,
and the accepted maximum is 7.0 m.

D.02.07
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: deformation of 50% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining the deformation of 50% of
window axes in the area.

D.02.06
D.02.31-D.02.40

Area 002: 0.3 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 002 the Code recommends
deformations within the system of windows. Within the area the average shift of window axes is 0.3 m, the
minimum shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.2 m.

D.02.08

Area 002 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
27%:73% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.02a

Area 002: materials and colours. The Code recommends two- or three-coloured rendered surfaces. The colours
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D.04.02b
D.04.02c

should belong to the same colour tone, or should be contrasted. Recommended colours are: warm grey, beige,
coffee-and-milk, vanilla. For landmarks the Code recommends natural stone – particularly local limestone – or
pre-cast concrete for the façades of landmarks. For awnings and verandas the Code recommends wood and
metal painted with colours similar to the surface colour, or white, deep red, cold green and vanilla.

Area 003. Princess May Park area

F.02.06. (also B.02.09) area 003. form

F.02.07. (also B.02.10) area 003. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: urban seams
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.03.01
B.03.02
more: C.01.08

The seam of Market Street (involved areas: 001, 002, 003, 004). The Code recommends visually
exposing the seam condition of Market Street. The main structural characteristic of the seam is deformation
of its position (out of the grid 001 module) when perceived from the West End area.

B.03.03
B.03.04

The seam of Adelaide Street (involved areas: 002 and 003). The Code recommends visually exposing
the seam condition of Adelaide Street. Its main structural characteristic is a minimal yet visible angle of 1
degree, which describes the position of the grids towards each other. For the seam it is particularly
important to maintain the misalignment of the two parts of Queen Street (the part which belongs to area 002
and the part which belongs to area 003) at the intersection with Adelaide Street.
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B.03.11

A visible seam between areas 003 and 007 (involved areas: 003 and 007). The Code recommends
protecting and completing the existing urban wall on the south-western side of Elder and Beach Streets.
The strip of urban blocks between Elder and Cantonment Streets, and between Beach and Queen Victoria
Streets, contains the large woolstores (Goldsbrough and Elder) which the Code names “the Giants” since
they are far bigger than any other buildings within the Central Fremantle area. The Code recommends that
all future “oversized” new buildings be located within this particular urban strip.

B.03.15

The non-symmetrical layout of Kings Square (involved areas: 002 and 003). The Code recommends
visually exposing within Kings Square the non-symmetrical relationship between the two sides of the High
Street axis: north and south. This non-symmetry is evident when entering the Square along High Street
from the west: Adelaide Street runs north at an angle of 40 degrees, while William Street runs south at an
angle of 51 degrees.

Urban Interior:
B.03.01. – B.03.02.
B.01.09. – B.01.12.
B.02.05. – B.02.12.
C.01.01a. – b.
C.01.02a. – b.

High Street as the main street of the inland city (involved areas: 001 and 004, also 002 and 003). The
Code recommends revealing the original and central role of High Street in the plan of the city. To achieve
this for area 001 (height zone 1a), the Code recommends retaining the existing character of High Street –
the main street – as having the highest walls in the central area. Therefore the recommended height for
High Street walls is 15.5 m (with vibrations +/- 1.0 m), while for the remaining streets of the West End a
height of 12.5 m is recommended. For area 004 (height zone 4a) the Code recommends refining the urban
interior of High Street through extending the urban characteristics of the section of High Street within the
West End (area 001). The Code recommends continuing in the eastern section of High Street the
measurements, proportions, and urban wall layering of the west end. Therefore the width of the upgraded
High Street at area 004a should be 15.5 m (with a small vibration of 0.3 m) and the height 15.5 m (vibration
+/- 1.0 m), and façades of the buildings should provide either verandas or awnings to the street.
The east section of the street, particularly east of Queens Square, presents the challenge of reconciling the
Code’s recommendations with the requirement to retain and conserve the existing heritage buildings, some
of which are single or two storey historic residences. It is likely that transformation of the east section of
High Street to the recommended height could happen over a period of time, if adopted by the City. So this
challenge can be resolved incrementally site by site, by site specific design solutions. Conservation of
heritage would be a priority and new development would be required to take its cue from the specific
condition of the site and so make possible reconciliation of heritage preservation with the recommendations
of the Code.

B.03.15. – 16.
C.01.09. – 10.
C.01.13. – 14.

C.01.17. – 18.

Kings Square as a place of urban dialogue (involved areas: 002, 003 and 004). Kings Square is a
dialogic urban interior the quality of which is based on a dialogue between three different areas 002, 003,
004. The Square’s urban walls are not the same since NW belongs to area 003, NE to area 004, while SE
and SW belong to area 002. Respectively, the recommended height for NE urban wall is 14.5 m, for NW
wall 10.5 m, and for SE and SW walls is 12.0 m. All of them, however, should involve less vibration than
within the zones to which those walls belong – no more than +/- 0.5 m. Moreover, all the façades
surrounding Kings Square should refer their articulation to the Town Hall building through a dialogue with its
generic heights of 11.7 m and 13.7 m.

Cantonment Street as the edge of the “Strip of Giants” (area 003, height zone 3b). The Code
recommends revealing and partly reconstructing the urban volume of the “Strip of Giants” (area 003, height
zone 3b). Therefore on NW urban wall of Cantonment Street the recommended height for façades is 17.5
m with the vibration +/- 1.0 m. The uniqueness of the Strip within the townscape should be emphasized by
the asymmetry of Cantonment Street: its SE wall should remain 14.0 m high with +/- 1.0 m of vibrations..
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Adelaide Street as an urban edge (involved areas: 003 and 004). Adelaide Street, which begins at Kings
Square with a building 12.7 m high, forms an edge between the industrial grid of area 003 and the
residential grid of area 004. The Code recommends revealing this edgy condition. While the height of NW
urban wall is defined by area 003 and is 14.0 m +/- 1.0 m, the height for SE urban wall is proposed to be
12.0 m with the same margin of vibrations.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
D.01.50
D.01.03

Area 003: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:2, and seed proportion, as the
main proportional systems for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.50
D.01.03

Area 003: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends different façades for street corners of the area
(one long façade, one short).

D.01.47-D.01.49
D.01.04

Area 003: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends a horizontal 3 square proportion as the
main proportional system for the façades within the area.

D.01.46

Area 003: the 35.5 m long façade. The Code recommends a 35.5 m long façade with 3.0 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension the Code supports façades from 29.3 m up to 58.9 m long.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
D.02.41
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: horizontal window 2.6 x 2.15 m, and its vibration. For area 003 the Code recommends horizontal
windows 2.6 m wide with +/- 0.25 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.15 m high with +/- 0.25 m vibrations on top.
Besides these most characteristic dimensions, the Code supports windows from 1.0 m to 3.6 m wide, and from
1.0 m to 2.4 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: single window axes system. The Code recommends a single window axes system in this area

D.02.03
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: even-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends an even-numbered window axes
system in this area.

D.02.04
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: 8 window axes system and its vibration. The Code recommends an 8 window axes system as the
characteristic number of axes in this area. The numbers 6, 7 and 10 are also recommended..

D.02.05
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: 4.4 m distance between window axes, and its vibration. In the area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between window axes of 4.4 m. The accepted minimum distance is 3.7 m, and
the accepted maximum is 4.9 m.

D.02.07
D.02.42-D.02.45

Area 003: deformation of 25% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining the deformation of 25% of
window axes in the area.

D.02.06

Area 003: 0.34 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 003 the Code recommends
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deformations within the system of windows. In the area the average shift of window axes is 0.34 m, the minimum
shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.4 m.

Area 003 and the ratio between the openings and the wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a
ratio of 23%:77% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

D.02.08

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
Area 003: materials and colours. The Code recommends masonry finishing of surfaces – natural, recycled or
painted – with limestone or pre-cast concrete finishing of details. For awnings and verandas the Code
recommends metal, painted with white, vanilla, beige or cobalt.

D.04.03a
D.04.03b

Area 004. Queens Square area

F.02.08. (also B.02.11) area 004. form

F.02.09. (also B.02.12) area 004. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.02.04

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. Queens Square as a clearly defined urban public
space (involved areas: 004). The Code recommends reorganization of the plan and urban walls of
Queens Square. Its main characteristics – as a green square – should remain. Traffic organization should
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be changed to free the square centre (instead of the four corners) for public garden. The development of
the urban form of the square should also consider a future change to the square edge – from exposure of
the houses and other separate buildings which surround the square, to the continuous hard edge of an
urban wall.

Urban Structure: urban seams
B.03.01

B.03.02

The continuity of High Street (involved areas: 001 and 004). The Code recommends revealing and
reinforcing the connection of areas 001 and 004. Both area 001’s value as the initiating and finest area of
the town, and the still unrefined urbanism of area 004, recommend extension of the characteristics of High
Street from the West End to the East End.
To achieve such a visual continuation a vibration of the street environment must be eliminated and new,
strictly regular urban wall lines (building lines) should be defined for area 004.

B.03.01
B.03.02
more: C.01.08

The seam of Market Street (involved areas: 001, 002, 003, 004). The Code recommends visually
exposing the seam condition of Market Street. The main structural characteristic of the seam is deformation
of its position (out of the grid 001 module) when perceived from the West End area.

B.03.09
B.03.10

A visible seam between areas 004 and 005 (involved areas: 004 and 005). The Code recommends
visually exposing the direct seam formed by the triangle of Holdsworth and Knutsford Streets. Also, it is
important to strengthen the spatial role of the old access ramp to the Terrace (the one which begins at
Holdsworth Street and runs towards Fairbairn/Fothergill corner). By revealing the ramp’s alignment with the
fragment of Parry Street (between Holdsworth Street and Queens Square), the Terrace should be formally
connected with Queens Square.

Urban Interior:
B.03.01. – B.03.02.
B.01.09. – B.01.12.
B.02.05. – B.02.12.
C.01.01a. – b.
C.01.02a. – b.

High Street as the main street of the inland city (involved areas: 001 and 004, also 002 and 003). The
Code recommends revealing the original and central role of High Street in the plan of the city. To achieve
this for area 001 (height zone 1a), the Code recommends retaining the existing character of High Street –
the main street – as having the highest walls in the central area. Therefore the recommended height for
High Street walls is 15.5 m (with vibrations +/- 1.0 m), while for the remaining streets of the West End a
height of 12.5 m is recommended. For area 004 (height zone 4a) the Code recommends refining the urban
interior of High Street through extending the urban characteristics of the section of High Street within the
West End (area 001). The Code recommends continuing in the eastern section of High Street the
measurements, proportions, and urban wall layering of the west end. Therefore the width of the upgraded
High Street at area 004a should be 15.5 m (with a small vibration of 0.3 m) and the height 15.5 m (vibration
+/- 1.0 m), and façades of the buildings should provide either verandas or awnings to the street.
The east section of the street, particularly east of Queens Square, presents the challenge of reconciling the
Code’s recommendations with the requirement to retain and conserve the existing heritage buildings, some
of which are single or two storey historic residences. It is likely that transformation of the east section of
High Street to the recommended height could happen over a period of time, if adopted by the City. So this
challenge can be resolved incrementally site by site, by site specific design solutions. Conservation of
heritage would be a priority and new development would be required to take its cue from the specific
condition of the site and so make possible reconciliation of heritage preservation with the recommendations
of the Code.

B.03.15. – 16.

Kings Square as a place of urban dialogue (involved areas: 002, 003 and 004). Kings Square is a
dialogic urban interior the quality of which is based on a dialogue between three different areas 002, 003,
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C.01.09. – 10.
C.01.13. – 14.

004. The Square’s urban walls are not the same since NW belongs to area 003, NE to area 004, while SE
and SW belong to area 002. Respectively, the recommended height for NE urban wall is 14.5 m, for NW
wall 10.5 m, and for SE and SW walls is 12.0 m. All of them, however, should involve less vibration than
within the zones to which those walls belong – no more than +/- 0.5 m. Moreover, all the façades
surrounding Kings Square should refer their articulation to the Town Hall building through a dialogue with its
generic heights of 11.7 m and 13.7 m.

C.01.09. – 10.

Adelaide Street as an urban edge (involved areas: 003 and 004). Adelaide Street, which begins at Kings
Square with a building 12.7 m high, forms an edge between the industrial grid of area 003 and the
residential grid of area 004. The Code recommends revealing this edgy condition. While the height of NW
urban wall is defined by area 003 and is 14.0 m +/- 1.0 m, the height for SE urban wall is proposed to be
12.0 m with the same margin of vibrations.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
D.01.59-D.01.65;
D.01.55
D.01.03

Area 004: proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends proportions 1:2, and the square proportion,
as the main proportional systems for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.59-D.01.65;
D.01.55
D.01.03

Area 004: pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of long façades for street corners within
the area. Besides this most characteristic type, the Code recommends pairing of short façades. For the area of
the Mall (between Market Street and Kings Square) the Code recommends the mixed façade type (one long
façade, one short).

D.01.52-D.01.45
D.01.04

Area 004: proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends a square proportion as the main
proportional system for the façades within the area. Besides this most characteristic proportion, the Code
recommends other systems: seed proportion, and horizontal multi-square 1:5 proportion.

D.01.51

Area 004: the 18.5 m long façade. The Code recommends an 18.5 m long façade with 0.3 m vibrations at both
ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension the Code supports façades from 9.0 m up to 49.0 m long.

Urban Architecture: façade openings

D.02.46
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: vertical window 1.2 x 2.00 m, and its vibration. For area 004 the Code recommends vertical
windows 1.2 m wide with +/- 0.15 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.00 m high with +/- 0.2 m vibrations on top.
Beside these most characteristic dimensions, the Code accepts windows from 0.6 m to 2.0 m wide, and from 1.7
m to 2.6 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: single window axes system. The Code recommends a single windows axes system for façades in
this area. Also, a complementary double window axes system.

D.02.04
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: 3 and 4 axes in window system. The Code recommends 3 or 4 axes window systems in this area.
Also, 1 or 2 window axes systems are complementary.

D.02.05
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: 4.2 m distance between window axes and its vibration. In this area the Code recommends
maintaining an average distance between window axes of 4.2 m. The accepted minimum distance is 1.9 m, and
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the accepted maximum distance is 7.5 m.

D.02.07
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: deformation of 32% of window axes. The Code recommends maintaining the deformation of 32% of
window axes in the area.

D.02.06
D.02.47-D.02.58

Area 004: 0.37 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of area 004 the Code recommends
deformations within the system of windows. Within the area the average shift of window axes is 0.37 m, the
minimum shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.4 m.

D.02.08

Area 004 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
28%:72% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.04a
D.04.04b

Area 004. materials and colours. For the urban interiors of Parry Street, around Queens Square and Market
Street, the Code recommends surfaces made of local light vanilla limestone – vanilla coloured stone (not yellow),
with vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins and, possibly, with masonry finishing of details. Around Kings Square, along
High Street and Market Street, the Code recommends surfaces made out of face brick, recycled or painted, with
vanilla, coffee-and-milk coloured, warm white details. For architectural details, awnings and verandas the Code
recommends vanilla, cold green and cobalt.

Area 005. The Prison area

F.02.10. (also B.02.13) area 005. form

F.02.11. (also B.02.14) area 005. deform
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SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The connection of the Prison (area 005) and the
town’s main streets layout (involved areas: 002, 005). In order to develop better integration of Fairbairn
Street with the key streets of the City Centre, the Code encourages an urban architecture project on
Spicers site, next to the intersection of Henderson Street, William Street and Paddy Troy Mall’s main axis
(area 002). The project should axially extend Fairbairn Street to meet Paddy Troy Mall’s inner street.

B.03.09
B.03.10

A visible seam between areas 004 and 005 (involved areas: 004 and 005). The Code recommends
visually exposing the direct seam formed by the triangle of Holdsworth and Knutsford Streets. Also, it is
important to strengthen the spatial role of the old access ramp to the Terrace (the one which begins at
Holdsworth Street and runs towards Fairbairn/Fothergill corner). By revealing the ramp’s alignment with the
fragment of Parry Street (between Holdsworth Street and Queens Square), the Terrace should be formally
connected with Queens Square.

Urban Structure: urban seams
THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

B.03.05
B.03.06

The seamless continuity between areas 005 and 006 (involved areas: 005 and 006). The Code
recommends maintaining the continuity of the streets that physically connect these areas: Hampton Road,
Solomon Street and Swanbourne Street.

B.03.06
B.03.09
B.03.10

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. Urban environment around the Prison (involved
areas: 005). The Code recommends redesigning the parking zone directly in front of the Prison wall (the
Terrace) into a public square with a consistent and refined urban pavement. Also, Fothergill Street
pavement should be changed to reconnect it with the architecture of Fairbairn Street and the walls of the
Prison.

B.01.04.

The Prison and its precinct (areas 005 and 002). The Code recognizes the importance of the zone for
the identity of the City. However, the precinct’s characteristics are radically different from the remaining part
of Central Fremantle. While the Prison’s edifice – its buildings and walls – are tall, the remainder of the
precinct is defined by its fine but low buildings. The Code recommends preserving this small scale height,
i.e. 6.3 m height of urban wall and 7.7 m height for the gabled roofs, throughout the area. Henderson Street
is defined by the historic terraces/former Warders cottages. This street, because of the position of the
Markets building and the 1970s Police building, already belongs to area 002. Yet the Code recommends
retaining the height of NE urban wall of Henderson Street, and revealing the overlap of the two key urban
areas.

Urban Interior:
B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The Square of Temples (involved areas 002, 005, 010).
On the intersection of Norfolk Street and South Terrace a potentially public square of the highest
importance to local identity is located. Scots Church and the Synagogue are located in its area, and it
adjoins two key public places: a market place and the sports facility on the Oval. For this place the Code
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recommends giving priority to its public potential, and reducing its role in the transportation system. This
recommendation supports also the general elimination of heavy traffic from the Norfolk-Parry Street axis.
Such a solution will open the Temples area for public development and help to restore the significance of
Fairbairn Street.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
West of Hampton Road the area is dedicated entirely to the historical landmark of the Prison. The area east of Hampton Road, which is
residential, is outside the study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this part but there was no architectural research
conducted in this area.

Area 005 (West from Hampton Rd): No recommendations from the Code.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
West from Hampton Road the area is dedicated entirely to the historical landmark of the Prison. The area east from Hampton Road, which is
a residential area, is outside the study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this area; there was no architectural research.

Area 005: No recommendations from the Code

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.05a
D.04.05b

Area 005: materials and colours. The Code recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light vanilla
limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Possibly, with masonry finishing of
details. For fences and elements of wooden verandas the Code recommends vanilla colours, beige, brown-brick
colour, deep red, cold green, cobalt or warm whites.
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Area 006. The Hospital area

F.02.12. (also B.02.15) area 006. form

F.02.13. (also B.02.16) area 006. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: urban seams
B.03.05
B.03.06

The seamless continuity between areas 005 and 006 (involved areas: 005 and 006). The Code
recommends maintaining the continuity of the streets that physically connect these areas: Hampton Road,
Solomon Street and Swanbourne Street.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
The area is outside the study area of this research – only urban studies were extended to this area; there was no architectural research.

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.05a
D.04.05b

Area 006: materials and colours. The Code recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light vanilla
limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Possibly with masonry finishing of
details. For fences and elements of wooden verandas the Code recommends vanilla colours, beige, brown-brick
colour, deep red, cold green, cobalt or warm whites.
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F.03. Guidelines for Waterfront: Riverfront Areas
This section formulates recommendations for 3 riverfront areas of Central Fremantle.

F.03.01. (also B.01.06) PROTOTYPE. riverfront areas

THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

GUIDELINES COMMON FOR ALL WATERFRONT AREAS
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.01.06
B.01.07

Differentiation of identities between the riverfront and oceanfront areas (involved areas: 007, 008,
009 and 010, 011, 012). While the urban grids of the riverfront (areas 007, 008, 009) are linear and
organized as spatial systems parallel to the riverbank, the urban grids of the oceanfront (areas 010 and
011) are organized as spatial systems perpendicular to the ocean edge. The Code recommends that the
different characteristics should continue and be appropriately expressed in both urban and architectural
projects.

Urban Interior
B.01.05.

The waterfront as the lower city (involved areas: 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012). The specific identity of
Central Fremantle’s waterfront (height zones 7-12) is formed by the low urban walls that define its urban
interiors – the walls created by sheds, warehouses, and landmarks, including the new Maritime Museum.
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The Code recommends revealing this quality because it reinforces a clear reading of Central Fremantle as
a relatively high, dense and geometrical urban city encircled by the lower, more complex and “low key”
waterfront.

GUIDELINES COMMON FOR ALL RIVERFRONT AREAS
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.01.05

The continuation of the waterfront characteristic along the Swan River (involved areas: 007, 008,
009). Oceanfront areas show the balance within the structure of their areas: grids 010 and 011 have their
inland and oceanfront parts. The inland part covers an intense urban zone (on their east sides); the
oceanfront part covers a relatively open space on their west sides. Similar conditions could potentially
develop between areas 003 (the inland part) and 007 (the riverfront part), leading to better integration of the
riverfront and the town. The Code recommends intentional support for such integration. Simultaneously with
the port area (area 007) being increasingly available for alternative uses, the Code recommends opening
perpendicular connections between the street grid of area 003 and the riverfront area 007 – as already
occurs in areas 001, 010 and 011. However, because the existing train track separates these areas, this
connection should develop its own urban and architectural solutions.

Urban Interior:
B.01.06.
C.01.21. – 22.

Victoria Quay as a unique urban interior (involved areas: 007, 008, 009, also 001). The Code
recommends retaining, protecting and continuing the unique horizontal characteristics of the port area.
Therefore the height of urban walls within Victoria Quay should remain 8.0 m with +/- 0.5 m vibration.
Victoria Quay represents the greatest dialogic relationship between an urban interior and its buildings – for
even the pragmatic functionality of the port area did not prevent the curve of the line of sheds, and the
sheds themselves, along the wharf and along the internal street. Moreover, the Fremantle Ports tower,
which geometrically belongs to the area 001, plays a key compositional role in forming the local identity of
the port. The Code recommends protecting all these conditions and, noting the new Maritime Museum
building, encourages architects of new buildings to relate their forms to the quality of this urban interior and,
especially, not to create any other tower-type buildings within the area.
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Area 007. The Harbour area

F.03.02. (also B.02.17) area 007. form

F.03.03. (also B.02.18) area 007. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: urban seams
B.03.07
B.03.08

The seamless continuity between areas 007 and 008 (involved areas: 007 and 008). The Code
recommends revealing and interpreting the joined condition of the two areas as a smooth bending of the
street lines, which are parallel to the river. The negotiated perpendicular street should be positioned parallel
to the western wall of E Shed.

B.03.11

A visible seam between areas 003 and 007 (involved areas: 003 and 007). The Code recommends
protecting and completing the existing urban wall on the south-western side of Elder and Beach Streets.
The strip of urban blocks between Elder and Cantonment Streets, and between Beach and Queen Victoria
Streets, contains the large woolstores (Goldsbrough and Elder) which the Code names “the Giants” since
they are far bigger than any other buildings within the Central Fremantle area. The Code recommends that
all future “oversized” new buildings be located within this particular urban strip.

B.03.17
B.03.18

The primacy of area 001’s grid at the port site (involved areas: 001, 007 and 008). At the port site, east
from the Fremantle Ports tower, there is a zone of complex superimposition of three areas: 001, 007 and
008. For this zone the Code recommends giving geometric priority to the extension of the West End grid
(area 001) – particularly within the zone of Cliff Street’s extension. Such a priority should reveal the
Fremantle Ports tower as the north-east corner of the West End’s grid.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
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D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: shed type. Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of area 007 expose their
long façades towards the more important street.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: proportions of corner façades. For long façades, the Code recommends either square or
vertical seed proportion. For short gabled façades the Code recommends the same proportional system as
used in the particular building’s long façade.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades. The
short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building, while the long façade exposes repetition of
a building’s structural module. The Code recommends maintaining and exposing this characteristic in all
future buildings in the area.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: proportion of long façades. The Code recommends multi-module façades, where the number
of modules is more than 20.

D.01.66
D.01.67

Area 007: the proportion of short façades. The Code recommends five modules.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
D.02.59
D.02.60

Area 007: openings in mid-modules of façades. The Code recommends openings which fill in spaces
between the structural elements of a building.

D.02.59
D.02.60

Area 007: openings in corner modules of façades. For the façades of the area, the Code recommends
traditional windows (window as a hole in the surface of the façade).

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.06a
D.04.06b

Area 007: materials and colours. The Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness:
surfaces of wooden, brick and metal-sheet façades painted with colour. The paint colours are: various
whites (white mixed with cold green, coffee colours, warm pink, or cold blue), warm and cold greys, vanilla.
For wooden and metal details, elements of awning and verandas, the Code recommends the same colours
as for façades, also light brown (ochre and sepia), cold green, cobalt, navy blue.
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Area 008. The Wharf Goods Sheds area

F.03.04. (also B.02.19) area 008. form

F.03.05. (also B.02.20) area 008. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: urban seams
B.03.07
B.03.08

The seamless continuity between areas 007 and 008 (involved areas: 007 and 008). The Code
recommends revealing and interpreting the joined condition of the two areas as a smooth bending of the
street lines, which are parallel to the river. The negotiated perpendicular street should be positioned parallel
to the western wall of E Shed.

B.03.17
B.03.18

The primacy of area 001’s grid at the port site (involved areas: 001, 007 and 008). At the port site, east
from the Fremantle Ports tower, there is a zone of complex superimposition of three areas: 001, 007 and
008. For this zone the Code recommends giving geometric priority to the extension of the West End grid
(area 001) – particularly within the zone of Cliff Street’s extension. Such a priority should reveal the
Fremantle Ports tower as the north-east corner of the West End’s grid.

Urban Interior:
C.01.23. – 24.

Slip Street as a masterpiece of industrial urban design (area 008). The Code identifies Slip Street as a
masterpiece of industrial urban design. Therefore it recommends not only thoroughly protecting its qualities,
but also extending these qualities into the yet undeveloped neighbouring areas, i.e. the height in areas 008
and 009. It recommends that the height of the urban walls remains 8.5 m with vibrations +/- 1.0 m. For
special buildings that may be permitted sparingly in the area, a height of 12.0 m with 0.5 m vibrations is
recommended. Also, the Code recommends that Slip Street’s qualities be extended and reach the South
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Mole. The Code commends the new TAFE College building as a good example of urban dialogic sensitivity
and reinforcement of the local identity.

Urban Architecture: façade outlines
D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 008: shed type. Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of area 008 expose their
short façades towards the more important street.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 008: proportions of corner façades. For short façades, the Code recommends multi-square
proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 008: pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades. The
short and gabled façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building, while the long façade exposes
the repetition of a building’s structural module. The Code recommends maintaining and exposing this
characteristic in all future buildings in the area.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
D.02.61a
D.02.61b

Area 008: façade openings. For the facades of the area, the Code recommends traditional windows
(window as a hole in the surface of the façade).

Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.07a
D.04.07b

Area 008: materials and colours. The Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness:
surfaces of wooden, brick and metal-sheet façades painted with colour. The paint colours are: various
whites (white mixed with cold green, coffee colours, warm pink, or cold blue), warm and cold greys, vanilla.
For wooden and metal details, elements of awning and verandas, the Code recommends the same colours
as for façades, also light brown (ochre and sepia), cold green, cobalt, navy blue.
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Area 009. The Slipways area

F.03.06. (also B.02.21) area 009. form

F.03.07. (also B.02.22) area 009. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Architecture: façade outlines
D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 009: shed type. Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of area 009 expose their
short and gabled façades towards the more important street.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 009: proportions of corner façades. For short façades, the Code recommends multi-square
proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.68a
D.01.68b
D.01.69

Area 009: pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades. The
short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building, while the long façade exposes the
repetition of a building’s structural module. The Code recommends maintaining and exposing this
characteristic in all future buildings in the area.

Urban Architecture: façade openings
D.02.61a
D.02.61b

Area 009: façade openings. For the façades of the area, the Code recommends traditional windows
(window as a hole in the surface of the façade).
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Urban Architecture: façade materials and colour
D.04.08

Area 009: materials and colours. The Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness:
surfaces of wooden, brick and metal-sheet façades painted with colour. The paint colours are: various
whites (white mixed with cold green, coffee colours, warm pink, or cold blue), warm and cold grays, vanilla.
For wooden and metal details, elements of awning and verandas, the Code recommends the same colours
as for façades, also light brown (ochre and sepia), cold green, cobalt, navy blue.
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F.04. Guidelines for Waterfront: Oceanfront Areas
This section formulates recommendations for 3 oceanfront areas of Central Fremantle.

Guidelines for all Oceanfront Areas

F.04.01. (also B.01.07) PROTOTYPE. oceanfront areas

THE SOURCE CODE REFERENCE

DESIGN PRINCIPLE

GUIDELINES COMMON FOR ALL WATERFRONT AREAS
Urban Structure: the prototype
B.01.06
B.01.07

Differentiation of identities between the riverfront and oceanfront areas (involved areas: 007, 008,
009 and 010, 011, 012). While the urban grids of the riverfront (areas 007, 008, 009) are linear and
organized as spatial systems parallel to the riverbank, the urban grids of the oceanfront (areas 010 and
011) are organized as spatial systems perpendicular to the ocean edge. The Code recommends that the
different characteristics should continue and be appropriately expressed in both urban and architectural
projects.

Urban Interior
B.01.05.

The waterfront as the lower city (involved areas: 007, 008, 009, 010, 011, 012). The specific identity of
Central Fremantle’s waterfront (height zones 7-12) is formed by the low urban walls that define its urban
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interiors – the walls created by sheds, warehouses, and landmarks, including the new Maritime Museum.
The Code recommends revealing this quality because it reinforces a clear reading of Central Fremantle as
a relatively high, dense and geometrical urban city encircled by the lower, more complex and “low key”
waterfront.

GUIDELINES COMMON FOR ALL OCEANFRONT AREAS
Urban Interior:
B.03.13. – 14.

Marine Terrace as urban wall of the City (involved areas: 010, 011, 012). The Code recommends
protecting and continuing the current refinement of the NE urban wall of Marine Terrace.

Area 010. The Norfolk Street Axis area

F.04.02. (also B.02.23) area 010. form

F.04.03. (also B.02.24) area 010. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Structure: learning from urban seams
B.03.16

The other non-symmetries along High Street axis: the two triangular squares of Market Street
(involved areas: 001, 002, 003 and 010). The Code recommends visually revealing/reinforcing the two
triangular yet unequal public squares located on Market Street’s intersections with Cantonment Street and
South Terrace.
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The triangular block formed by the grids of three areas (involved areas: 001, 002 and 010). The Code
recommends visually revealing the triangular block between Market Street, South Terrace and Collie Street.

Urban Interior:
B.01.08

PARTICULAR PROJECT RECOMMENDATION. The Square of Temples (involved areas 002, 005, 010).
On the intersection of Norfolk Street and South Terrace a potentially public square of the highest
importance to local identity is located. Scots Church and the Synagogue are located in its area, and it
adjoins two key public places: a market place and the sports facility on the Oval. For this place the Code
recommends giving priority to its public potential, and reducing its role in the transportation system. This
recommendation supports also the general elimination of heavy traffic from the Norfolk-Parry Street axis.
Such a solution will open the Temples area for public development and help to restore the significance of
Fairbairn Street.

B.03.13. – 14.
C.01.27. – 30.

The City behind the Marine Terrace urban wall (areas 010 and 011). The height zones 010a and 011a
are the urban support to the harbours. The Code recommends refinement of these zones to achieve a
denser urban townscape and, consequently, extension of the urban characteristic of Collie and Essex
Streets (height 10.0 m, vibrations +/- 1.0 m, with a minimum height of urban wall 7.5 m) into the two subject
height zones.

B.03.13. – 14.

The harbours zone (areas 010 and 011). The Code recommends maintaining the character of the
harbours zone along the west shore of Marine Terrace. Here no consistent urban wall should be
constructed. Instead separate, marine-type sheds and other buildings of industrial character should be
constructed. Their height should not exceed 11 m, while their gabled roofs should not extend upwards
higher than 15 m.

B.02.27. –28.

The treasure of the Esplanade and the maritime landscape of the north bay of Fishing Boat Harbour
(areas 012 and height zone 010b). The Code strongly recommends protecting the no-built environment of
the Esplanade. Simultaneously, the Code recommends protecting and refining the small scale urban zone
around the north bay of Fishing Boat Harbour. The height of urban walls here should remain 7.0 m +/- 1.0
m vibrations, and the gabled roofs should not reach higher than 9.0 m +/- 1.0 m of vibration.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade outlines
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. East from Marine Terrace, area 010 is a residential area.

D.01.71; D.01.73;
D.01.77
D.01.03

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): proportions of corner façades. The Code recommends the square
proportion as the main proportional system for the corner façades of the area.

D.01.71; D.01.73;
D.01.77
D.01.03

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): pairing of corner façades. The Code recommends pairing of either
two short or two long façades for the street corners of the area.

D.01.72; D.01.74D.01.76
D.01.04

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): proportion of mid-block façades. The Code recommends seed
proportions for mid-block façades. Besides this most characteristic proportion the Code recommends other
systems: golden proportion, and horizontal multi-square proportion 1:2.

D.01.70

Area 010a (West from Marine Terrace): the 13.0 m long façade. The Code recommends a 13.0 m long façade
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with 1.2 m vibrations at both ends. Besides this most characteristic dimension the Code supports façades from
8.0 m up to 46.0 m long.

D.01.78

Area 010b (oceanfront): Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of the oceanfront expose their
short and gabled façades towards the more important street.

D.01.78

Area 010b (oceanfront): proportions of corner façades. For short façades and height above 10.0 m, the Code
recommends square proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.78

Area 010b (oceanfront): pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades.
The short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building. The Code recommends maintaining and
exposing this characteristic.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade openings
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. East from Marine Terrace, area 010 is a residential area.

D.02.62
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): vertical windows 1.0 x 2.2 m and its vibration. For area 010 the
Code recommends vertical windows 1.0 m wide with +/- 0.1 m vibrations on both sides, and 2.2 m high with 0.3 m
+/- vibrations on top. Besides these most characteristic dimensions, the Code accepts windows from 0.8 m to 1.6
m wide, and from 0.9 m to 2.5 m high.

D.02.02
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): single window axes system. The Code recommends a single window
axes system for this area. Also a double window axes system is complementary.

D.02.03
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): odd-numbered window axes system. The Code recommends an oddnumbered window axes system in this area.

D.02.04
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): 3 axes in window system. The Code recommends 3 window axes for
this area. Also, 5 or 4 window axes systems are complementary.

D.02.05
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): 3.6 m distance between window axes and its vibration. In this area
the Code recommends maintaining an average distance between window axes of 3.6 m. The accepted minimum
distance is 2.2 m, and the accepted maximum is 5.7 m.

D.02.07
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): deformation of 29% of window axes. The Code recommends
maintaining the deformation of 29% of window axes in the area.

D.02.06
D.02.63-D.02.69

Area 010a (west from Marine Terrace): 0.44 m shift of window axes and its vibration. For the façades of
area 010 the Code recommends deformations within the system of windows. In this area the average shift of
window axes is 0.44 m, the minimum shift is 0.1 m, and the maximum is 1.6 m.

D.02.08

Area 010 and ratio between openings and wall surface of façades. The Code recommends a ratio of
16%:84% between the area of openings and the area of wall at the façades.
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D.02.70

Area 010b (oceanfront): façade openings. The Code recommends openings which fill in spaces between the
structural elements of a building.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade materials and colour
D.04.09a
D.04.09b
D.04.09c

Area 010: materials and colours. For the inland part of the area (east from Marine Terrace) the Code
recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light creamy limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with
vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Recommended colours for renders are light vanilla and light beige. For details,
fences and elements of awning and wooden verandas, vanilla colours, deep red, olive-green, cold green and light
brown (ochre and sepia) are recommended. For the oceanfront part of the area (west from Marine Terrace) the
Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness. Recommended materials are wood or metal;
recommended paint – various whites, grey and navy blue. Also, for wood surfaces naturally tinted, brown colours
are recommended.

Area 011. The Grey Street Axis area

F.04.04. (also B.02.25) area 011. form

F.04.05. (also B.02.26) area 011. deform
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SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Interior:
B.03.13. – 14.
C.01.27. – 30.

The City behind the Marine Terrace urban wall (areas 010 and 011). The height zones 010a and 011a
are the urban support to the harbours. The Code recommends refinement of these zones to achieve a
denser urban townscape and, consequently, extension of the urban characteristic of Collie and Essex
Streets (height 10.0 m, vibrations +/- 1.0 m, with a minimum height of urban wall 7.5 m) into the two subject
height zones.

B.03.13. – 14.

The harbours zone (areas 010 and 011). The Code recommends maintaining the character of the
harbours zone along the west shore of Marine Terrace. Here no consistent urban wall should be
constructed. Instead separate, marine-type sheds and other buildings of industrial character should be
constructed. Their height should not exceed 11 m, while their gabled roofs should not extend upwards
higher than 15 m.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade outlines
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. The part east from Marine Terrace, which is a residential area, is outside the
study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this area, but there was no architectural research.

D.01.79

Area 011b (oceanfront): Buildings in the area represent a “shed type”. The sheds of the oceanfront expose their
short and gabled façades towards the more important street.

D.01.79

Area 011b (oceanfront): proportions of corner façades. For short façades the height of which is below 10.0 m,
the Code recommends multi-square proportion paired with seed proportion.

D.01.79

Area 011b (oceanfront): pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port sheds have no wrapping façades.
The short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building. The Code recommends maintaining and
exposing this characteristic.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade openings
West from Marine Terrace the area is part of the oceanfront. The part east from Marine Terrace, which is a residential area, is outside the
study area of this research. Urban studies were extended to this area, but there was no architectural research.

D.02.71

Area 011b (oceanfront): façade openings. For the façades of the area, the Code recommends traditional
windows (window as a hole in the surface of the façade)

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade materials and colour
D.04.10a
D.04.10b

Area 011: materials and colours. For the inland part of the area (east from Marine Terrace) the Code
recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light creamy limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with
vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Recommended colours for renders are light vanilla and light beige. For details,
fences and elements of awning and wooden verandas, vanilla colours, deep red, olive-green, cold green and light
brown (ochre and sepia) are recommended. For the oceanfront part of the area (west from Marine Terrace) the
Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness. Recommended materials are wood or metal;
recommended paint – various whites, grey and navy blue. Also, for wood surfaces naturally tinted, brown colours
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are recommended.

Area 012. The Esplanade area

F.04.06. (also B.02.27) area 012. form

F.04.07. (also B.02.28) area 012. deform

SHARED & SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR THE AREA
Urban Interior:
B.02.27. –28.

The treasure of the Esplanade and the maritime landscape of the north bay of Fishing Boat Harbour
(areas 012 and height zone 010b). The Code strongly recommends protecting the no-built environment of
the Esplanade. Simultaneously, the Code recommends protecting and refining the small scale urban zone
around the north bay of Fishing Boat Harbour. The height of urban walls here should remain 7.0 m +/- 1.0
m vibrations, and the gabled roofs should not reach higher than 9.0 m +/- 1.0 m of vibration.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade outlines
D.01.80

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour). Buildings in the area have gabled roofs, and expose
their short façades towards the more important public space.

D.01.80

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour): proportions of corner façades. For short façades the
height of which is below 10.0 m, the Code recommends multi-square proportion paired with seed proportion.
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D.01.80
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Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour): pairing of corner façades. The corners of large port
sheds have no wrapping façades. The short façade exposes the gabled structure of the entire building. The Code
recommends maintaining and exposing this characteristic.

Area 012 (Esplanade). No new buildings should be constructed. The Code recommends maintaining and
protecting the natural green surface of the Esplanade.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade openings
D.02.72

Area 012 (North Bay shore of Fishing Boat Harbour): façade openings. The Code recommends openings
which fill in spaces between the structural elements of a building.

Urban Architecture: Learning from façade materials and colour
D.04.11

Area 012: materials and colours. For the inland part of the area (east from Marine Terrace) the Code
recommends surfaces and walls made out of local light creamy limestone (vanilla coloured, not yellow), with
vanilla or grey (not yellow) joins. Recommended colours for renders are light vanilla and light beige. For details,
fences and elements of awning and wooden verandas, vanilla colours, deep red, olive-green, cold green and light
brown (ochre and sepia) are recommended. For the oceanfront part of the area (west from Marine Terrace) the
Code recommends light structures and an image of temporariness. Recommended materials are wood or metal;
recommended paint – various whites, grey and navy blue. Also, for wood surfaces naturally tinted, brown colours
are recommended.

